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Control-moment gyroscopes (CMGs) are power-efficient, internal momentum ac-
tuators that produce high torque for the attitude control of spacecraft. CMGs
are proposed for actuating joint degrees of freedom in a spacecraft-mounted, agile
robotic payload. A kinematics and dynamics analysis is performed for a general
open-chain, N -link, N -degree-of-freedom robotic system actuated by CMGs. For
an example open-loop maneuver, a CMG system is compared to a system driven
by reaction-wheel assemblies (RWAs), which are alternative internal momentum
actuators. Numerical simulations demonstrate that a CMG system offers the same
agility while using less than 1% of the power of a RWA system with identical dy-
namics and mass properties. A statistical study demonstrates that only CMGs can
provide the output torque necessary to meet the agility requirements of the slew.
With the established kinematics and dynamics for a CMG robotic system,
numerical simulations are performed for a general CMG system manipulating a
payload. The analysis of an added payload’s effects on otherwise reactionless CMG
systems motivates the exploration of possible operations concepts for reducing base
reactions and power consumption. Simulation results for an example closed-loop
maneuver show that base reactions can be significantly reduced, or even eliminated,
with CMG actuation while using the same amount of power as a robotic system
driven by conventional joint motors.
Power-optimal steering is investigated for a CMG telescope application. A
real-time optimization method is presented that includes null motion in a closed-
loop end-effector tracking problem. For a redundant robotic system, there are
an infinite number of joint-angle solutions corresponding to a given end-effector
attitude. In this optimization algorithm, the joint-angle command corresponding
to a commanded end-effector attitude is adjusted with a null-angle component to
minimize power while the tracking accuracy remains unchanged. Calculation of
the null-angle component is based on a quadratic cost function, which is the sum
of the squares of power for each CMG gimbal. Simulation results for an example
maneuver demonstrate that the power consumption of the system is reduced by
up to 38% when null motion is included in the feedback loop.
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External and internal torque actuation are two fundamentally different approaches
to orienting a spacecraft payload. External torque is torque imparted to a system,
or system component, by an object outside the system while internal torque is
torque exerted by one part of a system on another part of the same system. Tradi-
tionally, external torques are applied with devices such as jet thrusters, magnetic
torque rods, or joint motors. For jointed payloads, external actuation of the joints
imparts reaction forces and/or torques onto the spacecraft base while internal
actuation offers the possibility of a reactionless system. In addition, electrically-
powered internal torque actuators provide propellantless attitude control and have
the ability to store electromechanical energy. An internal actuator imparts torque
to a system by changing the angular-momentum vector of a spinning rotor. This
exchange of angular momentum causes the total angular momentum to be simply
redistributed within the system, rather than changed.
The idea of internal actuation leads to the use of momentum actuators for
maneuvering rigid-body spacecraft and jointed space-robotic systems. Control-
moment gyroscopes (CMGs) are proposed for actuating the space-robotic systems
of interest here. CMGs produce torque by changing the direction of its rotor’s
constant-magnitude angular-momentum vector. Figure 1.1 illustrates the concept
of a single-gimbal CMG (SGCMG), which includes a gimbal supporting a rotor
that spins with angular velocity, ωr = ωraˆ . The rotor angular-momentum vector,
hr, is also parallel to the spin axis, aˆ . When the gimbal rotates about the axis,
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gˆ, the direction of hr is changed, reacting an output torque on the arm segment,
τ out:
τ out = −ωg × hr (1.1)
Since this system conserves angular momentum, the base body experiences a torque
that is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to τ out. However, since τ out
is orthogonal to the gimbal axis, it is purely a constraint torque that does no work.
The associated power is therefore
PCMG = τ g · ωr, (1.2)
where τ g = τggˆ is the gimbal torque vector and ωr = ωraˆ is the rotor angular-
velocity vector. Since τ g is orthogonal to ωr, the CMG would require no input
power if it were fixed and lossless and if the gimbaled inertia were zero.
Figure 1.1: A single-gimbal CMG and its associated vectors.
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According to Eq. (1.1), the angular velocity of the CMG gimbal, ωg, governs
the torque imparted to the base body, τ out, and therefore its acceleration. In fact,
the kinematics of a CMG are always one derivative lower than those of the body
it actuates; i.e., gimbal angle determines base-body rate, gimbal rate determines
base-body acceleration, and gimbal acceleration determines base-body jerk.
This dissertation focuses on agile space-robotic systems actuated by CMGs,
where “agile” refers to body rates on the order of 1 rad/s. Relevant applications
include high-speed target tracking, Earth imaging, and in-orbit servicing. The
need for agility can be seen in standard tracking problems. For example, a typical
Earth-imaging spacecraft at an altitude of 500 km with an orbital velocity of 7700
m/s must slew at approximately 0.01 rad/s to keep its camera’s boresight vector
fixed on an object on the Earth’s surface. This approximation assumes that the
Earth’s surface is flat and that the angular distance traveled while tracking the
object is small. For a spacecraft tracking spaceborne objects, slew rates must be
significantly higher, on the order of 1 rad/s. Agile systems have the additional
capability of slewing among multiple simultaneous events. Since an agile system
can maneuver without significant delay, more of its resources can be devoted to
specific mission tasks.
Analysis is restricted to robotic systems with an open-chain topology, as shown
in Fig. 1.2, since 1) this joint structure is the most common for industrial appli-
cations, and 2) it is relevant to the Coude´ path telescope application examined in
later chapters, where the telescope arm segments contain mirrors to reflect light
from an end-effector camera onto the focal plane. Closed-chain mechanisms may
also prove useful in space-robotics applications, but they are not considered in this
work. We investigate an open-chain system containing an arbitrary number of arm
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segments interconnected with single-degree-of-freedom revolute joints. There are
no joint motors in the system. Each joint is actuated by a CMG scissored pair,
which is detailed in Section 2.2.
This dissertation describes the fundamental kinematics and dynamics for a
CMG-actuated robotic payload and derives the equations of motion for these mech-
anisms. With these equations of motion, open-loop and closed-loop control strate-
gies are used to maneuver the CMGs and the robotic arm segments, facilitating
analysis of the resulting power consumption and base reactions. While gyroscopic
rigid-body control and multi-body dynamics are independently well understood,
the use of CMGs for actuating robotic arm segments is a new contribution to the
field of space robotics that addresses the central issues of base-reaction distur-
bances and limited power resources in a space environment. Solutions to these
issues enable improved in-orbit construction and repair, which are highly relevant
to NASA’s Vision for Space Exploration.
Figure 1.2: Open kinematic chain robot arm.
This chapter continues with a literature review of previous work investigating
1) the mitigation of base reactions caused by maneuvering a robotic system, 2)
methods for reducing power consumption in spacecraft actuation, and 3) methods
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for dealing with issues specific to CMGs, e.g., singular CMG gimbal configurations.
This chapter concludes with a summary of key contributions and an overview of
the remaining content of the dissertation.
1.2 Literature Review
The concept of gyroscopically actuated space-robotic systems was initially pro-
posed by Billing-Ross and Wilson in 1988 [1] for the dynamic isolation of a pay-
load from the spacecraft base. CMGs were independently proposed by Peck in
2005 [2, 3] for low-power actuation of agile robotic systems with the potential for a
reactionless design. This concept was expanded to produce the material described
in Chapter 2, which was also published in 2008 [4]. Subsequent work in reducing
power and base reactions for a robotic system with CMG actuation is described in
Chapters 3 and 4, and draws from material in [5, 6] and [7, 8], respectively.
1.2.1 Base-Reaction Mitigation
Steering a gimbaled spacecraft payload independently of the spacecraft bus can be
accomplished in many ways, including the obvious application of torque to each
joint by a motor [9]. However, for space-robotic systems mounted on free-flying
satellites, the common robotics-centric assumption of an inertially fixed base dur-
ing arm motions cannot be applied. The commanded motion of the robot arm
imparts reaction forces and torques onto the spacecraft base, contributing to end-
effector trajectory tracking errors. Such disturbances can also adversely affect the
spacecraft bus, which may feature a precision optical payload or sensitive micro-
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gravity experiment. Finally, these disturbances are likely to result in the con-
sumption of additional fuel by compensating reaction jets in the attitude-control
system (ACS), which can greatly limit mission lifetime. These difficult challenges,
unique to space-robotic systems, among others, are reviewed by Dubowsky and Pa-
padopoulos in their survey paper [10]. Researchers have investigated a variety of
methods for reactionless steering to address these important issues. Wu and Gos-
selin [11, 12] consider methods for dynamic balancing of multi-degree-of-freedom
mechanisms, which include the addition of counterweights and counter-rotations to
balance reaction forces and torques. However, eliminating base reactions through
the dynamic balancing of spatial (non-planar) multi-degree-of-freedom mechanisms
is a complex problem and has consequently received very little treatment. Even
successful dynamic balancing of the robotic manipulator comes at the expense of a
substantial increase in system mass and complexity. Adding counterweights to the
joints and actuators can also reduce the agility of the system. After computing the
kinematics for a general robotic system and the resulting attitude disturbances on
the spacecraft, Longman et al. [13] demonstrate that three orthogonally-mounted
reaction wheels in the ACS can be commanded to compensate for the robot mo-
tion so that the total moment about the system mass center is zero. They further
show that induced translational motion of the base can be counteracted by using
a set of augmented inverse-kinematic relations when calculating the commanded
joint variables. Along the same lines, Oda and Ohkami [14] describe a feed-forward
compensation technique in the attitude control of a satellite, which includes the
use of reaction wheels and gas jet thrusters to cancel the base reactions produced
by the motion of an attached robotic manipulator. Path-planning algorithms have
also been proposed to reduce dynamic disturbances on the spacecraft. Quinn et
al. [15] develop trajectory-planning strategies for kinematically-redundant robots
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by minimizing a weighted, quadratic cost function that incorporates the forces and
torques transmitted to the base.
In addition to these methods that achieve reactionlessness by compensating
for robot motions, researchers have also investigated actuation solutions. Un-
like external actuators, such as reaction jets or direct-drive motors, internal mo-
mentum actuators can provide reactionless actuation of the robotic arm seg-
ments. Momentum-exchange devices include reaction-wheel assemblies (RWAs)
and CMGs. These devices apply torque by exchanging their angular momentum
with the payload, maintaining a constant system angular momentum. An RWA
consists of a rotor that accelerates about a constant axis in a body-fixed frame.
RWAs have less design complexity than other momentum-exchange devices due
to their simpler assembly and balancing, resulting in reduced manufacturing cost.
There are also straightforward control laws associated with using RWAs in space-
craft attitude control. However, these actuators use a prohibitive amount of power
for very limited torque capability, with a maximum output torque typically on
the order of 1 N-m [16]. The electromechanical power required for the RWA to
generate a torque is
PRWA = τ r · ωr, (1.3)
where PRWA is the shaft power imparted by the wheel and τ r represents the vector
torque applied when the rotor speed ωr is changed. It is evident from Eq. (1.3)
that excessive amounts of power are required even for systems with low agility
since power scales with the RWA spin speed, which is typically 5000-6000 rpm
[17].
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For agile robotic systems, where high torques are needed to achieve body angu-
lar rates on the order of a radian per second, alternative actuation methods must
be considered. CMGs are considered in this dissertation for such applications.
When using momentum-exchange devices for actuation, the robotic system has
the potential for a completely reactionless design. Among the reactionless actua-
tion methods for space robots, Pathak et al. [18] present a continuously variable
transmission (CVT) torque-generation device to broaden the control strategies that
are possible for attitude control of a reactionless space robot. Osuka et al. [19, 20]
and Yoshida et al. [21] propose using RWAs to drive a robotic manipulator with
a SCARA-like joint structure. The authors assert that a significant merit of their
architecture is its ability to serve as a redundant actuator system by allowing an
arbitrary number of “torque units” in arbitrary locations on each arm segment.
This dissertation examines the use of CMG actuation as an alternative to RWAs
for reactionlessness and high agility while consuming very little power.
1.2.2 Power Reduction for Agile Spacecraft
Power is in short supply on any spacecraft, but in the case of attitude control for
small, agile spacecraft, power consumption is a primary design driver. As stated
in Section 1.2.1, the use of thrusters as an alternative to solar-powered electrical
actuators is undesirable for small spacecraft because propellant cannot be replaced
after the spacecraft is launched, and launch-vehicle fairing size ultimately limits
the capacity of propellant tanks. For an agile system, limited propellant motivates
the use of electrically-powered actuators.
Flywheels have been proposed for the attitude control of spacecraft, as well
as for storing the energy needed by the spacecraft to perform its tasks. Evidence
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has been presented to support the idea that flywheels can serve as both attitude-
control actuators as well as energy-storage mechanisms, thus eliminating the need
for propellant or chemical batteries. Most spacecraft use chemical batteries to
store the energy produced by solar panels during times of exposure to the sun [22].
However, besides having a limited cycle life, batteries comprise a power system
that is separate from the attitude-control system, incurring additional mass. Roes
first proposed the concept of flywheel energy storage in 1961 [23]. Subsequent fea-
sibility studies performed by Adams [24] and Notti et al. [25, 26, 27] show that the
use of flywheels in an integrated power and attitude control system (IPACS) can
significantly reduce spacecraft weight and cost. Different flywheels are investigated
to perform these dual functions. Since CMGs operate at constant rotor speeds,
they are not free to store or drain energy. RWAs provide the capability to store and
drain electrical energy, but are limited in the amount of torque they can produce.
Momentum wheels are typically used to contribute a momentum bias to a gyrostat
[28] and operate around a high nominal spin speed, but have the same torque lim-
itation as RWAs. Tsiotras et al. [29] examine a system of four momentum wheels
that integrates the attitude-control and energy-storage functions. Variable-speed
control-moment gyroscopes (VSCMGs), or single-gimbal CMGs with a variable ro-
tor spin speed, have also been proposed for small satellites as a means to combine
these functions while maintaining a high torque capability [30, 31, 32, 33].
Researchers have investigated a variety of methods to reduce power consump-
tion for a rigid-body spacecraft that use momentum-exchange devices for attitude
control. Zhang et al. [34] and Ma et al. [35] propose the use of superconducting
magnetic bearings for RWAs on a small satellite to reduce the power dissipation
associated with standard mechanical bearings. References [36, 37, 38] alternatively
investigate the use of small-scale CMGs to reduce power on a small spacecraft. Lap-
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pas et al. [36] reports results from an experiment comparing the power required by
a CMG cluster to that required by an RWA cluster. While the comparison is not
ideal - no existing RWA can produce torque comparable to that of a CMG - the
experimental results confirm that CMGs are more power-efficient actuators than
RWAs.
In addition to these power-reduction methods, researchers have also examined
techniques for minimizing a power cost. Bayard [39, 40] develops an algorithm
for orienting three RWAs on a small spacecraft such that a weighted cost function
based on torque, momentum storage, and power consumption is optimized. Skaar
and Kraige [41, 42] discuss optimal maneuvers of an RWA-driven spacecraft, which
minimize RWA power. Vadali and Junkins [43] discuss optimal large-angle rota-
tional maneuvers of an RWA-driven spacecraft, which minimize the time integral
of the sum of RWA motor torques. Yang and Wu [44] develop an algorithm to
maneuver a rigid-body spacecraft with three momentum wheels while minimizing
a cost consisting of the control torques and slew duration. However, each of these
studies present solutions resulting from optimal control strategies that require the
initial and final attitude states to be specified a priori. Rather than using opti-
mal control techniques, Schaub [45] demonstrates locally power-optimal feedback
control for the attitude of a rigid-body spacecraft with a redundant RWA cluster.
1.2.3 Singularity-Avoidance Methods
Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 have presented CMG actuation as an attractive solution for
base-reaction and power consumption issues that arise in space robotics; however, a
well-known disadvantage of using CMGs is the presence of singular configurations,
which occur when there are one or more directions in which the CMG arrangement
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cannot produce a torque. Even approaching such a configuration can result in the
command of impossibly high gimbal rates. Existing singularity-avoidance methods
include a variety of steering algorithms and CMG array geometries.
Steering laws for singularity avoidance have been developed for three-degree-
of-freedom spacecraft attitude control. Kurokawa [46] reviews the major classes
of CMG steering laws with a qualitative evaluation of their ability to perform at-
titude control. However, he concludes that there is no perfect steering law, since
effectiveness depends on the specific mission requirements. The CMG steering
problem involves determining the gimbal rates that achieve a commanded output
torque while satisfying certain constraints, particularly avoiding singular gimbal
configurations. Also possible are external (saturation) singularities, in which the
CMGs are oriented such that they store the maximum possible angular momen-
tum, but these configurations cannot be avoided. The pseudoinverse method is
typically used in the development of CMG steering laws, but the resulting gimbal-
rate commands do not avoid singular CMG configurations. Singularity-avoidance
algorithms are based on the singularity-robust (SR) inverse method, which was
originally developed to solve the inverse-kinematics problem for robotic manipula-
tors by Nakamura and Hanafusa [47]. Oh and Vadali [48] derive the equations of
motion for a body with multiple CMGs and develop a singularity-robust control
law for the gimbal accelerations based on Lyapunov stability theory [49]. Ford and
Hall [50] modify the control law of Oh and Vadali by manipulating the transforma-
tion relating gimbal rates to output torques. The singularity-avoidance parameter
in the control law is based on the smallest singular value of the pseudoinverse of
this transformation, which indicates the closeness of the CMG gimbal configura-
tion to a kinematic singularity. This modified control law, sometimes called the
Singular Direction Avoidance (SDA) steering law, more accurately produces the
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commanded torque near singular configurations, allowing smoother reorientation
of the spacecraft.
Null-motion algorithms are considered in numerous singularity-avoidance stud-
ies for a rigid-body spacecraft with a redundant CMG array. To address the
singularity-avoidance problem, [48, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59] exploit the
null space of the Jacobian relating commanded torques to gimbal rates. In these
studies, steering laws are developed that incorporate null motion into the pseudoin-
verse of the transformation relating CMG gimbal rates to output torques. Actuator
redundancy is required for the implementation of any null-motion algorithm. The
gimbal-rate outputs from the pseudoinverse approach are multiplied by a scaled
null vector, whose scaling is governed by the proximity of the configuration to an
internal singularity. Cornick [51] presents two steering laws for a pyramid cluster
of six CMGs: One steering law uses the “direct method” of adding null motion
to steer in the direction opposite to the most rapidly approaching singularity and
the other uses the “indirect method,” which adds null motion to steer the gimbal
angles toward the saturation singularity while indirectly avoiding the remaining
singularities. Cornick also considers gimbal-rate limits of the CMG hardware in
the performance analysis of these methods. Vadali et al. [53] use null motion for
positioning gimbals in a standard 4-CMG pyramid configuration into an initial
configuration guaranteed to avoid internal singularities for a given maneuver. This
initial configuration is computed off-line before executing the maneuver. Wie et
al. [56, 60, 58] explore mathematical variations on the singularity-robust inverse
method for singularity avoidance. In [60, 58], Wie presents a singularity-avoidance
approach suitable in cases where precision tracking is not required during reorien-
tation slews. The approach, sometimes called the Off-Diagonal Singularity Robust
(o-DSR) method, modifies the more standard SR method [47, 48] with a weight-
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ing matrix containing nonzero off-diagonal elements instead of a diagonal matrix.
The o-DSR steering law causes the gimbal angles to rapidly approach and move
through internal singularities when needed. Jung and Tsiotras experimentally
compare three of the most commonly-studied, pseudoinverse-based steering laws,
including the o-DSR method, the SR method, and the SDA method [61]. Their
experimental results suggest that the o-DSR method has the best overall perfor-
mance with the smallest torque error when singularities are present. Lee and Rhee
also present experimental results for the SR method and the o-DSR method, veri-
fying the predicted advantages of the steering laws in the presence of singularities
[62].
An alternative to implementing steering algorithms for singularity avoidance is
the consideration of different classes of CMGs. Other types of CMGs that may
be considered in a trade study for reactionless devices include the double-gimbal
CMG (DGCMG) and the hybrid VSCMG. A DGCMG consists of a single rotor
supported by two gimbals, providing two degrees of freedom. Cook et al. [63]
investigate the advantages of DGCMGs over SGCMGs in particular applications,
such as very large spacecraft (e.g. the International Space Station) that do not
have rapid maneuvering requirements. VSCMGs were briefly described in Section
1.2.2 as a means to combine the attitude-control and energy-storage functions on
a spacecraft. References [64, 55, 65] also claim that VSCMGs can eliminate redun-
dant batteries, reduce spacecraft mass, and provide the ability to steer through
singular gimbal configurations. However, combining CMG and RWA capabilities
in a single architecture leads to a more massive and complex actuator with the
same poor power performance as an RWA. Therefore, this dissertation treats only
single-gimbal CMGs as space-robotics actuators.
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The final method of singularity avoidance involves exploiting certain CMG
array geometries. A pyramid configuration of four SGCMGs is the standard archi-
tecture used in the development of singularity-avoidance steering laws. Margulies
and Aubrun [66] and Kurokawa [67] present the geometric theory of SGCMG sys-
tems in this configuration and classify the internal singularities. This dissertation
eliminates internal singularities by arranging the CMGs into scissored-pair config-
urations. Research on CMG scissored-pair configurations for three-axis attitude
control dates to the 1960s. Havill and Ratcliff [68] and Crenshaw [69] were the first
to perform detailed analyses on scissored pairs, demonstrating that the singularity
problem for a CMG-actuated spacecraft can be greatly improved by considering
different architectures rather than complicated steering laws. Liska [70] examines
the mechanical synchronization of DGCMG pairs to achieve high torque capabil-
ity with desirable system size, weight, and power properties. Aubrun and Mar-
gulies [71] study scissored-pair arrays of gyrodampers for the amplified damping of
rigid-body rotations. Cunningham and Driskill [72] describe the three-scissored-
pair architecture of CMGs that were used for attitude control of the Astronaut
Maneuvering Research Vehicle during the 1970s. References [68, 69, 73, 74, 75]
explain that the full momentum range of an array of scissored pairs is reduced,
but nonsingular. Only saturation singularities are present, which is no different
from any other physically realizable actuator. When considering alternative actu-
ation methods, there are other clear trade-offs among these saturation singularity
issues, weight, manufacturing cost, and complexity. These design considerations
are explored in [1, 76, 77].
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1.3 Dissertation Contributions and Overview
The primary objectives of this dissertation are to establish the fundamental the-
oretical background for a CMG robotic system and to validate this theory via
simulation of relevant examples motivated by current needs in space robotics. The
key contributions include:
• Fusion of gyroscopic rigid-body control with multi-body dynamics to ad-
dress major issues in space robotics, including base-reaction disturbances
and power efficiency.
• Novel dynamics and control architectures for low-power, high-agility, and
potentially reactionless robots.
– Development of kinematic equations for a general CMG robotic system.
– Development of equations of motion for a general CMG robotic system.
– Synthesis of a control algorithm with a general CMG robotic system.
• Comparison studies of robotic actuation methods.
– Power-consumption comparison of CMG systems to RWA systems with
identical mass properties
– Base-reaction comparison of CMG systems to conventional systems ac-
tuated by simple joint motors
• Comparison studies of operations concepts for CMG and conventional sys-
tems.
– Power-consumption and base-reaction comparison of simultaneously
driven arm segments to sequentially driven arm segments in a simple
step maneuver for general CMG systems.
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• On-line, power-optimal steering strategy for a CMG robotic system perform-
ing end-effector trajectory tracking without future path knowledge.
A kinematics, dynamics, and control architecture is developed for a general
CMG robotic system, which refers to an open-chain system with N arm segments,
N degrees of freedom, arbitrary mass properties, and arbitrary joint axes. For the
numerical simulations in this dissertation, the equations of motion are simplified
with an orthogonal joint-axis structure. System behavior is analyzed for large-
angle, high-speed motions.
This dissertation comprises five chapters. This chapter contains the intro-
ductory material, including the problem overview, basic CMG dynamics, and a
literature review covering techniques for base-reaction mitigation, power reduction
in agile spacecraft, and singularity-avoidance methods unique to CMG clusters.
Chapter 2 establishes the fundamental kinematics and dynamics for a general CMG
robotic system and evaluates the feasibility of using CMGs and RWAs to actuate
an agile robotic imaging payload. This work compares the power consumption of
a CMG system to an RWA system with identical dynamics and mass properties,
demonstrating that only CMGs are capable of producing the required torque for
the agile system. Chapter 3 investigates how the choice of actuation method and
operations concept affect base-reaction disturbances and power consumption while
manipulating a payload in an arbitrary, closed-loop, pick-and-place maneuver. A
feedback-control law is developed for the closed-loop maneuvers. The kinematics
and dynamics theory from Chapter 2 are used to 1) compare the base reactions of
a CMG system to a conventional system with direct-drive joint motors, 2) com-
pare the power consumption and base reactions of a CMG system using different
operations concepts, and 3) compare the power consumption for general and mass-
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balanced systems using both actuation methods. Chapter 4 develops an algorithm
for real-time, power-optimal control of a redundant robotic system performing
end-effector trajectory tracking. The kinematic relationships between the joint
and end-effector coordinates are determined. The development of a cost function
related to system power is discussed. A null-motion algorithm for minimization
of this power cost is presented and implementation issues are reviewed. Finally,
Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions from this work and discusses possible future
directions for CMG-based robotics.
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CHAPTER 2
DYNAMICS OF A CMG ROBOTIC SYSTEM1
2.1 Introduction
This chapter evaluates the use of CMGs in a spacecraft-mounted, agile imaging
payload, whose tasks include slewing to acquire and track a high-speed target.
However, the results from this analysis apply equally well to other applications,
such as robotic arms for in-orbit construction and repair. In a system required to
perform fast slews, CMG actuation is especially desirable because it provides much
higher torque for input power than RWAs [78]. On the other hand, a well-known
disadvantage of using CMGs for spacecraft attitude control is the existence of
singular gimbal configurations, which occur when there are one or more directions
in which the CMG arrangement cannot produce a net torque on the spacecraft.
Even approaching such a configuration can result in the command of impossibly
high gimbal rates [50, 79, 80]. In this study, internal singularities are eliminated
with scissored-pair configurations of CMGs. Section 2.2 discusses the scissored-pair
architecture in more detail.
Figure 2.1 illustrates an example of the proposed system for the numerical anal-
ysis, which includes three connected, CMG-actuated arm segments with an inertia
dyadic that is approximately constant during slews. While the theoretical analysis
in this chapter considers the general case in which the CMG robotic payload has
1 c© 2008 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from [4]. This material is posted here with per-
mission of the IEEE. Such permission of the IEEE does not in any way imply IEEE endorsement
of any of the Graduate School at Cornell University’s products or services. Internal or personal
use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for ad-
vertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution
must be obtained from the IEEE by writing to pubs-permissions@ieee.org. By choosing to view
this material, you agree to all provisions of the copyright laws protecting it.
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a time-varying inertia dyadic in an inertial frame, this general system is simulated
only in Chapter 3. The complexity added to the dynamics with a time-varying
payload inertia dyadic does not change the fundamental results of the study in this
chapter. Section 2.2 describes the key features of the system of interest and defines
the kinematics for the general CMG robotic payload with an arbitrary number of
arm segments. Section 2.3 discusses the dynamics of this system and derives the
full nonlinear equations of motion. This theoretical analysis accounts for the case
in which the spacecraft bus is moving relative to an inertial frame and the case in
which the bus is inertially fixed. Section 2.4 presents simulation results comparing
a three-link, reactionless CMG system to an identical system driven by RWAs in
an open-loop maneuver, demonstrating that a CMG system can outperform an
RWA system by orders of magnitude in power usage.
Figure 2.1: Example spacecraft concept with body-fixed CMGs where the
system inertia dyadic is approximately constant.
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2.2 System Description and Kinematics
This study begins with the description of a general CMG robotic payload contain-
ing an arbitrary number of bodies interconnected with single-degree-of-freedom
revolute joints. The joint axis of a given body is orthogonal to those of its adja-
cent neighbors. Each body carries a single scissored pair of CMGs [4, 2, 3]. The
scissored-pair concept is depicted in Fig. 2.2(a) along with its associated vectors.
A scissored pair consists of two identical single-gimbal CMGs that share a gimbal
axis. The CMGs rotate with equal-magnitude gimbal angles in opposite directions.
In this configuration, the rotor angular-momentum vectors h1 and h2 rotate in a
plane orthogonal to the gimbal axis such that their vector sum lies along the joint
axis. The off-axis momentum canceled by the scissored pair would not activate a
joint axis directly, but it can couple into the motion of the other joints. As a design
convenience, we consider only the case of scissored pairs rather than the more gen-
eral case of arbitrary CMG configurations. Since the scissored-pair configuration
constrains the output torque to always act along the joint axis, the output torque
is singular only at saturation, when the CMG rotor angular-momentum vectors are
parallel to the joint axis and the maximum amount of angular momentum is stored
in the scissored pair. Figure 2.2(b) shows how the scissored pair would actuate an
arm segment.
The prospect of saturation represents a possible disadvantage in using this ar-
chitecture, namely that the CMGs cannot provide constant torque for arbitrary
maneuvers of arbitrary duration. However, that disadvantage may be irrelevant
for space-based applications. Other possible disadvantages include added mass in
the system and a restricted momentum envelope due to the mechanical constraint
on the CMGs. However, these issues are introduced for the purpose of eliminating
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internal singularities, in which the total angular momentum of the CMGs actuat-
ing a joint is minimally projected onto the joint axis. For precision maneuvers,
any disadvantage associated with using scissored pairs is a favorable alternative to
dealing with these singularities that occur with alternate CMG configurations. El-
gersma et al. [81] discuss errors that arise due to some CMG singularity-avoidance
methods.
(a) Top-view schematic of scissored pair
with its associated vectors.
(b) Scissored-pair implementation on a
single-degree-of-freedom jointed body.
Figure 2.2: CMG scissored-pair configuration.
In addition to its simple, singularity-robust arrangement, the mechanical link-
age between the two gimbals can save power [75]. This feature helps to motivate
the choice of a scissored-pair architecture, even though it is not exploited in this
study. Appendix A includes figures of prototype CMG robotic arms, demonstrat-
ing examples of how the CMG scissored pairs might be mounted in a space-robotic
system.
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Expressing the kinematics of this system first requires a choice of reference con-
figuration. The clockwise-spiral configuration illustrated in the three-body example
of Fig. 2.3 yields the simplest generalization of rotation matrices. eˆij represents
the basis vector along the j direction in the coordinate system fixed to body i.
The body-i-fixed coordinate system is centered at the intersection of the body i
and body i − 1 joint axes. For the innermost body, the local coordinate system
is centered at the intersection of the joint axis and the base body. An arbitrary
number of robotic arm segments may be included in this model. It is unimportant
that this reference configuration may be physically unrealizable for a system with
arbitrary geometry.
Figure 2.3: Clockwise-spiral reference configuration for the robotic payload
with sets of body-fixed basis vectors.
In this reference configuration, each body-fixed set of basis vectors can be ex-
pressed via a linear transformation on the body-fixed basis vectors of its neighbor-
ing inboard body. The basis vectors of any frame can be organized more compactly
into a vectrix [28], or matrix of vectors, ei = [eˆi1, eˆi2, eˆi3]
T. The coordinate trans-
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formation is achieved with
ei =
iQjej, (2.1)
where iQj is the direction-cosine matrix from body j to body i coordinates. Using
Euler angles leads to matrices that are difficult to generalize, so we use axis-angle
parameters for this purpose. Since adjacent coordinate systems are not aligned in
this reference configuration, we perform a linear transformation L on the rotation
matrix R













ia refers to the spin axis of body i expressed in body i coordinates, and ia× ∈ R3×3
is the skew-symmetric matrix representation of a cross product involving ia. To
clarify the notation, the variable a is a vector representing a body’s spin axis that
is independent of the choice of basis. The column matrix a ∈ R3 results from
projecting a onto a particular choice of basis vectors. The superscript i indicates
which set of basis vectors has been used. Also in Eq. (2.2), 1 ∈ R3×3 is the identity
matrix and θi is the angular position of body i relative to body i − 1. Figure 2.4
illustrates the relative joint angles for the system of interest where N = 3.
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Figure 2.4: Relative joint angles, θi, for system of interest with N = 3.
The general expression for the orientation of body j relative to body i in terms
of the relative body angles is




A body in this robotic payload can only rotate about its 1-axis, so a = eˆi1 for
any body i and the component matrix a is [1 0 0]T. With this fact, we substitute




















Figure 2.5 illustrates a three-body robotic payload attached to a free-flying
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spacecraft base in which the attitude and position of the base are time-varying in
an inertial frame. This concept can be extended for payloads with an arbitrary
number of bodies. A free-flying space-robotic system, which includes an N -degree-
of-freedom robotic arm and a six-degree-of-freedom base, has N + 6 degrees of
freedom. With the reference configuration in Fig. 2.5, expressions are developed
for the motion of the body mass centers. Let Li represent the constant-length
position vector from the reference point Oi fixed in the frame of body i to the
reference point Oi+1 fixed in the frame of body i+1. The vector ri is the constant-
length position vector of body i’s mass center measured from Oi. The vector Ri
is the position vector of body i’s mass center measured from the fixed point ON ,
which is the origin of the inertial coordinate system. The base contact O1 is the
origin of both the 0 frame and the 1 frame, and is also the location of the base
mass center. The position, velocity, and acceleration vectors for the mass center
of an arbitrary body i on the payload (i > 0), when measured from ON , are
Ri = R0 +
i−1∑
j=1
(Lj) + ri , (2.6)
Vi = V0 +
i−1∑
j=1
(ωj/N × Lj) + ωi/N × ri , (2.7)











ωi/N × ri + ωi/N × (ωi/N × ri) . (2.8)
R0, V0, and A0 are the position, velocity, and acceleration vectors for the mass
center of the spacecraft base when measured from ON . Equations (2.6)-(2.8) in-
troduce notation that will be used for the remainder of this dissertation. ωi/j is
the angular velocity of frame i relative to frame j. N denotes the inertial frame.
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Figure 2.5: Reference configuration for the general three-body robotic pay-
load attached to a free-flying spacecraft base.
Rotating reference frames are numbered, with 0 corresponding to the frame fixed
in the spacecraft base and 1, 2, . . . , N corresponding to the frames fixed in each
arm segment from innermost to outermost. id/dt is the time derivative in the i
frame.
2.3 Dynamics and Equations of Motion
Our dynamical analysis begins with the simple case of a single body actuated
by a CMG scissored pair. For this exercise, we consider a system in which the
spacecraft base is stationary. Figure 2.6 illustrates the reference configuration for
this system, which consists of the payload attached to a stationary base. However,
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this initial exercise considers only a single-body payload. A dotted line encircles
a control volume that isolates the payload from the rest of the spacecraft. In the
single-body system, which includes only the arm segment and its CMG scissored
pair, the 0 frame corresponds to the inertial frame and ω0/N , R0, V0, A0 are each
equal to 0 in Eqs. (2.6)-(2.8). With a sufficiently high-bandwidth motor, the rotor
angular velocity is taken to be constant in the rotor frame. It is also constant in
the gimbal frame. The system is rotating about an arbitrary axis that does not
pass through its mass center, but we assume that the motion of the CMGs is such
that the system mass center is constant in the 1 frame. A convenient reference
point for this system is the intersection of the body’s joint axis with the stationary
base, or O1, in Fig. 2.6. The system angular momentum relative to this fixed point
is




+(IG1 + IR1) · ωG1/1 + (IG2 + IR2) · ωG2/1
+IR1 · ωR1/1 + IR2 · ωR2/1. (2.9)
I1C is the composite inertia dyadic for the arm segment and the CMGs with total
mass, m1C. IG1 and IG2 are the inertia dyadics for the CMG gimbals while IR1
and IR2 are the inertia dyadics for the CMG rotors. The inertia dyadic for each
component is taken relative to that component’s mass center. In addition, Gi
and Ri also represent the ith gimbal-fixed frame and the ith rotor-fixed frame,
respectively. The rotor angular velocities relative to body 1 are expressed as a
sum of rotor and gimbal angular velocities, and Eq. (2.9) becomes
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Figure 2.6: Reference configuration for the general three-body robotic pay-
load attached to a stationary spacecraft base.














Since the CMGs in a scissored pair are identical, we let IR1 = IR2 = IR and IG1 =
IG2 = IG. Also, the gimbal angular velocities of these CMGs are equal in magnitude
but opposite in direction, i.e., ωG1/1 = −ωG2/1. Therefore, Eq. (2.10) simplifies to




+ IR · ωR1/G1 + IR · ωR2/G2 . (2.11)
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The angular momentum of the scissored pair is given by the last two terms. The ro-
tor angular-momentum vectors are defined, h1 = IR · ωR1/G1 and h2 = IR · ωR2/G2 ,
and Fig. 2.2 suggests that the rotor angular momentum for a CMG can be rewrit-
ten in terms of a scalar magnitude and some simple trigonometric expressions.
Also, noting that the rotor angular-momentum vectors are equal in magnitude, or
|h1| = |h2| = h1, the system angular momentum simplifies to




+ 2h1 cosφ1eˆ11. (2.12)
where φ1 is the angular distance of h1 and h2 from the joint axis. The torque on




H1 = I1C ·
1d
dt






The negative sign before the last term in Eq. (2.13) reflects the fact that the torque
exerted on the body is a reaction to the gimbal torque imparted by the CMG.
Our analysis thus far can be generalized to a payload consisting of N linked
bodies. If all bodies are assumed to conform to the assumptions in the single-body
analysis, the torque and angular-momentum expressions for each link in the N -
body system are similar to Eq. (2.12). The angular momentum of the N -body









IiC · ωi/0 +Ri ×miCVi + 2hi cosφieˆi1
)
, (2.14)
where Hi is the angular momentum of the composite body i about the fixed point
O1 in Fig. 2.6. IiC is the composite inertia dyadic about the mass center for the
ith arm segment-CMG scissored pair combination with total mass, miC. The time















ωi/0 + ωi/0 × (IiC · ωi/0)+Ri ×miCAi
+2hi
(− φ˙i sinφieˆi1 + ωi/0 × cosφieˆi1)]. (2.15)
The first term in Eq. (2.15) is the torque on the composite body due to the angular
acceleration of the ith arm segment about O1. The second term is the gyroscopic
torque due to the change in direction of the composite body angular-momentum
vector in an inertial frame. The third term represents the torque due to the force on
body i’s mass center acting at a distance from O1. The last two terms in Eq. (2.15)
are the torques on the system due to the change in direction of the ith scissored
pair’s rotor angular-momentum vectors. The first of these terms represents the
torque that results from changing the direction of the rotor angular-momentum
vectors with the CMG gimbals. The second of these terms results from changing
the direction of these vectors with the motion of the inboard bodies.
For the more general case in which the spacecraft base is free-flying, N refers
to the inertial frame, 0 refers to the frame fixed in the moving base, and the system





















ωi/N + ωi/N × (IiC · ωi/N )+Ri ×miCAi
+2hi
(− φ˙i sinφieˆi1 + ωi/N × cosφieˆi1)], (2.16)
where the system includes the spacecraft base and the N -link robotic payload.
In Eq. (2.16), H0 is the angular momentum of the base about ON , m0 is the
mass of the base, and I0 is the inertia dyadic of the base about its mass center.
However, since our objective is to design a low-jitter spacecraft with a precision
optical payload, we consider only the case in which the base is fixed in an inertial
frame. This assumption is also reasonable for the likely case in which the base is
much more massive than the robotic payload, as well as the case in which attitude
and position control systems maintain six-degree-of-freedom fixity of the base. For
these reasons, all further analysis in this dissertation considers N -link, N -degree-
of-freedom systems in which the spacecraft base is inertially fixed, as shown in
Figure 2.6.
With Eq. (2.15) and the general kinematics in Eqs. (2.6)-(2.8) where ω0/N ,
R0, V0, A0 are each equal to 0, the method of virtual power is used to extract
the equations of motion. The principle of virtual power states that the sum of all
generalized inertia torques and generalized active, or applied, torques in a system
must be equal to zero in an inertial frame. This principle is a specific case of
Kane’s method, where the generalized speeds, uj, described in [82, 83] are equal
to the generalized velocities, q˙j. This method is used to derive a compact, vector-
dyadic formulation of the equations of motion that is independent of basis. The
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method of virtual power avoids the tedious computations associated with the La-
grangian approach [84], including the development and subsequent differentiation
of the system energy. This method also circumvents the computation and subse-
quent elimination of internal forces and torques associated with the Newton-Euler


















where Hci is the angular momentum of the ith composite body about its mass
center, Fai is the total active force on composite body i, andM
a
ci is the total active
moment about the ith composite body’s mass center. To find the partial velocity
and partial angular-velocity Jacobians in Eq. (2.17), we first choose the gener-
alized coordinates and generalized velocities for this problem. Each generalized
coordinate is the angular position of a body relative to its neighboring inboard
body, qj = θj, and the generalized velocities are the time derivatives of the gener-
alized coordinates, q˙j = θ˙j. In a general system, the number of masses does not
necessarily equal the number of degrees of freedom. However, in this case, there is
a degree of freedom for each body. The angular velocity of each body relative to






The inertial velocity of each body is given by Eq. (3.2). Differentiating Vi and ωi
with respect to the generalized velocities, we find the partial velocity and partial
angular-velocity Jacobians, respectively. With the reference configuration in Fig.








k=j (Lk) + ri
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i > j
eˆj1 × ri i = j





 eˆj1 i ≥ j0 i < j (2.20)
Although the system of interest in this dissertation has an inertially fixed base,
Kane’s method can also be used to derive dynamical equations for the system with
a free-flying base. For the moving-base system shown in Fig. 2.5, there are six
additional generalized speeds associated with the base degrees of freedom. While
this system is not modeled for our work, Roithmayr et al. [87] discuss the approach
for incorporating base dynamics into the equations of motion using Kane’s method.
Since minimizing base reactions is an important design goal for an imaging
payload, we consider a special case where the base is stationary and where the total
inertia dyadic of the payload is constant in an inertial frame. A stationary base
implies that 1) attitude dynamics of the spacecraft do not enter into the equations
of motion, and 2) that the payload mass center does not translate during body
rotations. If the payload mass center translates during a maneuver, there would
be a force acting between the innermost body and the base. This reaction force
may then cause an additional moment if its line of action is at a distance from
the system mass center. With a total inertia dyadic that is constant in 0 during
body rotations, the reaction torque on the base is also avoided. Finally, there are
constraint forces and torques acting between each body, but they do not contribute
to the generalized active torques and forces, and therefore do not appear in the
equations of motion. If there is a frictionless contact between the base and payload,
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In the case where the total inertia dyadic of the payload about its mass center is
not constant in 0, there would be a gyroscopic torque imparted to the base due to
the motion of each composite body whose inertia dyadic varies in 0. Implementing
the proposed reactionless configuration places some straightforward constraints on
the bodies. First, to eliminate reaction forces, the center of mass of the ith body
and its outboard neighbors must be located on the ith joint axis. Such a goal would
be readily achieved with proper placement of components or, in the worst case,
with ballast. A payload inertia dyadic that is constant in 0 requires merely that no
admissible motion of the linked bodies causes a change in their composite inertia
dyadic. Furthermore, the joint axis of each body must be one of its principal
axes. A simple example is a solid cylinder to which a spherical outer body is
mounted. Certain combinations of nested solid spheres and cylinders also meet this
requirement. In practice, the bodies would not be solid. It is only the inertia dyadic
of the bodies that would have to exhibit this sort of symmetry. Again, ballast might
be used as a last resort to enforce this condition. While these assumptions may
not be perfectly realized in a real-world spacecraft, they are sensible objectives
in the design of a precise, agile imaging payload. A constant-inertia, reactionless
system is studied here because the previously-described complexities that arise
from having a time-varying inertia dyadic obscure insight into the problem and
will not change the fundamental results of the CMG/RWA comparison.
In order to examine the power consumption of this N -body CMG system, its
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(ωGij/0 · IGij · ωGij/0)




where S is the number of CMGs on each body and Ii is the central inertia dyadic
of the ith arm segment without the CMGs. IGij is the central inertia dyadic of the
jth CMG gimbal on body i and IRij is the central inertia dyadic of the jth CMG
rotor on body i. As before, Gij and Rij represent the jth gimbal-fixed frame on
body i and the jth rotor-fixed frame on body i, respectively.
With a symmetric inertia dyadic for each system component, the time derivative





















ωRij/0 · IRij · ωRij/0
)]}
. (2.23)
Again, since the CMGs in a scissored pair are identical, Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (2.23)
can be further simplified by letting IRi1 = IRi2 = IR and IGi1 = IGi2 = IG. Also,
since negative values of power indicate energy extracted from the motion of the
connected components, we compute the absolute value of power for each component
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to reflect the fact that energy is probably not regeneratively recovered through
back-electromotive force (EMF) in the gimbal motors. This loss represents friction
in the motors and I2R dissipation due to heat created by current and resistance.
It has been shown in [88] that there is a significant amount of power devoted
to maintaining a constant CMG rotor speed in a control loop. However, with low-
bandwidth control of the rotor motors that allows very small changes in the rotor
speed, the rotor accelerations have negligible effects on the system power. In this
chapter, as well as in Chapter 3, we consider the case in which a high-bandwidth
controller keeps each rotor spinning at a constant speed. The conclusions in these
chapters remain valid, however, since implementing low-bandwidth rotor control
would merely offset the power consumption results by the amount associated with
enforcing the constant-speed constraint on the rotors. Chapter 4 examines the
alternative case in which the power due to maintaining constant-speed rotors is
negligible.
2.4 Simulation Results
Numerical results in this section demonstrate the advantages of the proposed sys-
tem over an analogous system that uses RWAs for momentum exchange. The
objective is to show that the power required to steer the CMG-based system is
significantly less than that required for the RWA-based system. We focus on a sys-
tem that includes only three bodies. In addition, we consider a particular case in
which the mass centers of the three bodies coincide and where the diagonal inertia
matrix of each segment has three identical moments of inertia. Again, while this
system is not the most general, it leads to relevant conclusions without obscuring
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the results with a large number of complicated terms.
2.4.1 CMG-Based System
For the particular case under consideration that was detailed in the previous sec-
tion, Eq. (2.21) is expanded into equations of motion for a three-body, CMG-based
system:

I1C + I2C + I3C 0 −I3C cos θ2
0 I2C + I3C 0








2h1φ˙1 sinφ1 − 2h3φ˙3 sinφ3 cos θ2 − 2h3θ˙2 cosφ3 sin θ2 − I3Cθ˙2θ˙3 sin θ2
2h2φ˙2 sinφ2 + 2h3θ˙1 cosφ3 sin θ2 + I3Cθ˙1θ˙3 sin θ2
2h3φ˙3 sinφ3 − I3Cθ˙1θ˙2 sin θ2
 . (2.24)
In Eq. (2.24), IiC is one of the three identical, diagonal elements of the inertia
matrix, IiC. Representing the CMG as a uniform, i.e., spherical, mass distribution
is a good approximation, both because CMGs resemble spheres by design [89] and
because asymmetries and products of inertia would be avoided in an application
where such disturbances could degrade performance. In these simulations, the
initial body angles are arbitrary but equal for each body and the initial body rates
are zero. Also, the CMG gimbal kinematics are prescribed and used as open-loop
control inputs. These kinematics are chosen such that the arm segments rotate
at speeds up to several radians per second, which is orders of magnitude more
agile than bus-steered spacecraft payloads [90]. Consistent with the definition of a
scissored pair, each CMG in a pair has equal-magnitude gimbal angles, rates, and
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accelerations. It is also assumed that for this maneuver, the gimbals begin and end
their motion at gimbal angles where the net angular momentum of each scissored
pair is zero: the rotor angular-momentum vectors are pi radians apart from each
other and are both perpendicular to the joint axis. Therefore, the system begins
and ends this motion at rest. Gimbal angles are measured from the joint axis, as
shown in Fig. 2.2. The gimbal histories implemented in this simulation depend on
an initial time given by t0 and a final time given by tf = t0 + T , where T is the





















In Eq. (2.25), the coefficients αi set the allowed range of gimbal motion. Pre-
scribing this motion to the CMG scissored pairs results in a smooth motion of the
bodies to which they are attached. An example of the CMG gimbal motion is illus-
trated in Fig. 2.7 with αi = pi/2. This setting demands the maximum torque out
of the scissored pair since the gimbal rotates from φi = −pi/2 to an intermediate
gimbal angle φi = 0 (maximum angular momentum transferred to the body), and
then back to φi = −pi/2.
2.4.2 RWA-Based System
To facilitate comparisons, the RWA-based system has identical mass properties to
the CMG system. Therefore, there are two RWAs fixed to each body with their
rotor angular-momentum vectors on the body’s joint axis. With the same analysis
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(a) Gimbal angle vs. time.
















(b) Gimbal rate vs. time.
Figure 2.7: Example of prescribed gimbal kinematics.
methods that were used in the CMG case, the equations of motion are derived for
the RWA system:

I1C + I2C + I3C 0 −I3C cos θ2
0 I2C + I3C 0








−2IRΩ˙1 + 2IRΩ˙3 cos θ2 − 2IRθ˙2Ω3 sin θ2 − I3Cθ˙2θ˙3 sin θ2
−2IRΩ˙2 + 2IRθ˙1Ω3 sin θ2 + I3Cθ˙1θ˙3 sin θ2
−2IRΩ˙3 + I3Cθ˙1θ˙2 sin θ2
 . (2.26)
In Eq. (2.26), the scalar IR refers to the identical, diagonal elements of the inertia
matrix, IR [91]. In the CMG system, the gimbal motion is prescribed with smooth
sinusoidal curves. To construct an RWA system with the same kinematics, the
rotor spin rate is prescribed such that the angular momentum of the RWA rotors
is identical to that of the CMGs. The magnitude of the RWA angular-momentum
vector is
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hRWAi = IRΩi, (2.27)
where Ωi is the rotor spin rate of either RWA on body i. Equating the net angular-
momentum magnitudes for the two systems yields RWA spin rates that are zero
at t0 and tf .
With these modifications, the expressions for energy and power of the RWA
system are derived in exactly the same manner as the CMG system. In the fol-
lowing section, these expressions will be used to compare the power consumption
of both systems for prescribed open-loop behavior of the actuators.
2.4.3 CMG and RWA System Comparison
Monte-Carlo simulations are used to determine how the random variation of cer-
tain parameters affects system performance [92]. Besides the duration of the slew,
several parameters greatly influence the system’s power consumption including the
composite body inertia, range of gimbal motion, and the initial relative body an-
gles. A Monte-Carlo simulation over these parameters helps to determine regimes
in which a CMG system offers the greatest benefits over its RWA counterpart.
All simulation results in this section, as well as in the rest of this dissertation,
are obtained with MATLAB R©. A set of random numbers for each parameter is
generated from a uniform probability distribution over the intervals in Table 2.1
using the function rand.m. These random parameter values are assumed to be
equal for each body. Other constants of the motion are listed in Table 2.2. The
angular-momentum magnitude of each CMG rotor is based on that of an existing
device, the Honeywell M50 CMG [17]. In this dissertation, we consider only cases
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in which the joint, gimbal, and rotor bearings are frictionless, since the effects
due to friction are never well known and are consequently difficult to model. The
function ode45.m is used to integrate the equations of motion in Eqs. (2.24) and
(2.26) from initial time t0 = 0 s to final time tf = 3 s for 1000 runs.
Table 2.1: Intervals for Uncertain Parameters in the CMG/RWAComparison
Study.
Parameter Interval
Composite Body Inertia, IiC [10, 200] kg-m
2




Initial relative body angle, θi(t0) [0, pi] rad
Table 2.2: Open-Loop Simulation Parameters in the CMG/RWA Compari-
son Study.
Parameter Interval
Initial relative body rates, θ˙i(t0) (0, 0, 0) rad/s
CMG rotor angular momentum, hi 50 N-m-s
CMG rotor spin speed 200 rad/s
Rotor inertia, IR 0.25 kg-m
2
Gimbal inertia, IG 0.125 kg-m
2
Finding regimes in which the CMG system maximally outperforms the RWA
system requires choosing a performance metric. This analysis uses the ratio of
maximum power magnitude of the RWA system to that of the CMG system, with
larger values corresponding to greater benefits provided by the CMG system. To
find the magnitude of the system’s power consumption, we differentiate the energy
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of each system component, compute the absolute value for each component, and
sum these terms. For a given slew duration, an optimal combination of system pa-
rameters is the one that maximizes the aforementioned ratio within the previously
specified intervals. This optimal combination of parameters for a three-second ma-
neuver is reported in Table 2.3 below. The time-domain dynamics are shown in
the plots of Fig. 2.8. Since the CMG and RWA systems undergo identical motions,
only one set of plots for the relative body angles and rates is shown. Figure 2.8
shows that the maximum power needed to operate the RWA system exceeds that
of the CMG system by at least two orders of magnitude. In fact, the peak power
input of the CMG system is about 245 W while the RWA system demands an
astonishing 53 kW. This vast difference is attributed to the fact that the power
required by the RWA system scales with the high RWA rotor speeds while the
CMG system requires power only for torquing the gimbal motors.
Table 2.3: Simulation Parameters That Maximize the Performance Metric in
the CMG/RWA Comparison Study.
Parameter Value
Composite Body Inertia, IiC 199.72 kg-m
2
Motion coefficient, αi 1.38 rad
Initial relative body angle, θi(t0) 1.69 rad
Table 2.3 suggests that the composite body inertia dominates the comparative
performance of the two systems. In another set of simulations, we perform 1000
runs of a three-second slew from t0 = 0 s to tf = 3 s with the composite body
inertia randomly drawn from a uniform distribution on the interval [10, 200] kg-
m2. In each realization of this maneuver, the composite body inertia is the same
42




















(a) Relative body angle vs. time.























(b) Relative body rate vs. time.

















(c) Total energy vs. time.























(d) Total power magnitude vs. time.
Figure 2.8: Time-domain dynamics of the realization maximizing the perfor-
mance metric.
for each of the three bodies. The initial relative body angles are each set to 0
rad and the motion coefficients, αi, are each set to pi/2 rad. The same constants
from Table 2.2 are used in this simulation. The relationship between the maximum
power input and joint kinematics is shown in Figs. 2.9 - 2.11. For the same set
of simulations, the plots in Fig. 2.12 demonstrate the effect of varying composite
body inertia on the power input required for the maneuver.
This Monte-Carlo analysis shows that the low-power benefits of a CMG system
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Figure 2.9: Maximum power input vs. maximum body rate.



















































Figure 2.10: Maximum power input vs. maximum body acceleration.
are increasingly pronounced with increasing composite body inertia. In fact, Fig.
2.12 shows that the maximum power ratio (RWA to CMG) is in approximately
direct proportion to the composite body inertia. In the upper limit of inertia
values, the arm segments are nearly stationary during the simulation. In that
case, for the CMG system, the torque on the gimbal motors includes only the
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Figure 2.11: Maximum power input vs. maximum body jerk.
























(a) Maximum power input vs. composite
body inertia.



















Composite Body Inertia, kg−m2
(b) Maximum power ratio (RWA/CMG)
vs. composite body inertia.
Figure 2.12: Monte-Carlo results relating the system power to composite
body inertia.
torque needed to accelerate the CMG. For the RWA system, the angular rates
of the arm segments have little influence over the torque on the wheels because
those rates are generally much lower than the wheel rates. In the lower limit of
inertia values, the peak power of the CMG system is at a maximum. Since we
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are using the same open-loop input for each simulation, bodies with lower inertia
rotate faster. For the smallest inertia values, the high rotation rates of the arm
segments can impart large gyroscopic torques back onto the gimbal motors. Since
the gimbals must overcome this reaction torque in addition to completing their
prescribed motion, more electrical power is required.
For our system, the gimbal torque magnitude of the jth CMG on body i is
τGij =
[






Figure 2.13 relates the maximum power input to the maximum value of the gimbal
torque magnitude for every realization of the maneuver. The results show that
the maximum gimbal torque magnitude for body 1 remains constant at a small
value. The reason is evident in the total reaction torque on the body given by
the last term in Eq. (2.13). Since the reaction torque due to the net change in
angular momentum has a component only along the joint axis, there is no reaction
generated in the gimbal axis direction, eˆ13. Therefore, the small value of maximum
gimbal torque that remains constant for all values of maximum power input is only
the torque needed to accelerate the gimbal.
To investigate the feasibility of RWA actuation in this agile system, the torque









The maximum torque applied to each body by one of its fixed wheels is shown in
Fig. 2.14. For the candidate set of composite body inertia values and the chosen
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Figure 2.13: Maximum power input vs. maximum gimbal torque.
simulation parameters, each simulation calls for a peak RWA torque of around
65 N-m. However, the maximum output torque for the most powerful existing
RWAs is 2 N-m [16]. To meet the agility requirements for this system, one could
use much larger RWAs or fix more RWAs to each arm segment, but the added
mass and resulting power requirement for such a system would be prohibitive and
impractical.


























Figure 2.14: Maximum power input vs. maximum RWA torque.
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2.5 Chapter Conclusions
This study demonstrates effective and relatively simple reactionless methods for
actuating a multi-body system. Based on first-principles derivations, simulations
have predicted that a CMG-actuated system is far more power-efficient for the
payload’s high-agility and low-power requirements. When compared to an RWA
system executing an identical maneuver, the CMG system was shown to consume
less than 1% of the power required to slew the RWA system. By varying the
parameters that most greatly influence power consumption of the two systems, we
found that CMGs maximally benefit the system in high-inertia regimes, where the
torque imparted to the gimbal motors by the rotating arm segments is minimized.
The relationship between the maximum power input and the system kinematics
substantiates this claim and further demonstrates that achieving the same agility
in both systems leads to very different power consumption. However, even in the
best-case simulation for the RWA system, the output torque necessary to move the
arm segments is not feasible with existing RWAs. With the fundamental dynamics
established in this study, the remaining chapters will involve the study of closed-




REDUCING BASE REACTIONS OF A ROBOTIC SYSTEM WITH
CMG ACTUATION
3.1 Introduction
Actuation solutions have been investigated as a means to achieve a reactionless
system. Unlike external actuators such as reaction jets or direct-drive motors,
internal momentum actuators can provide reactionless actuation of the robotic
arm segments with a mass-balanced system design. Momentum-exchange devices
include RWAs and CMGs. These devices apply torque by exchanging their angular
momentum with the payload, maintaining a constant system angular momentum.
It was shown in Chapter 2 that a CMG system can outperform an identical RWA
system by orders of magnitude in power usage when the open-loop CMG gimbal
kinematics are prescribed. The results also show that for arbitrary slews, the
output torque needed for actuating an agile system is feasible only with CMGs.
This chapter investigates how the choice of operations concept and actuation
method influences base reactions and power consumption when manipulating a
payload in an arbitrary pick-and-place maneuver. We investigate how base reac-
tions and power might be reduced for closed-loop motion of the joints. Section 3.2
defines the system kinematics. Section 3.3 provides a detailed dynamics analysis
for single- and multi-body systems driven by CMGs, and Section 3.4 presents a
feedback-linearization control design. A comparison study of actuation methods
and operations concepts is performed in Section 3.5 for an example maneuver in
which each joint angle tracks a step input. Base reactions for the CMG system
are compared to an identical system driven by standard joint motors. Both base
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reactions and power are compared for the CMG system using different operations
concepts. The mass-balanced case is also examined in this comparison study. A
Monte-Carlo analysis is performed to statistically evaluate the results for the gen-
eral CMG and conventionally actuated systems. Reference [5] provides preliminary
results for this work, specifically for power consumption.
3.2 System Description and Kinematics
To perform a general pick-and-place maneuver, the system must offer at least three
degrees of freedom. As in Chapter 2, we consider a three-segment robotic arm
interconnected with single-degree-of-freedom revolute joints where the joint axis
of a given body is orthogonal to that of its inboard neighbor. Each arm segment
is actuated by a single scissored pair of CMGs. This architecture is detailed in
Section 2.2. Closed-chain parallel mechanisms may also be useful in this payload
problem because of their high structural stiffness [93], but they are not considered
here.
The same reference configuration corresponding to a stationary spacecraft base
from Section 2.2 is used again for this study, but the system is shown to include
an added payload. The general transformation from the body j-fixed coordinate
system to the body-i-fixed coordinate system is given by Eq. (2.5). Reference
frames are numbered, with 0 corresponding to the inertial frame and 1, 2, . . . , N
corresponding to the frames fixed in each arm segment from innermost to outer-
most. N is the number of degrees of freedom, which corresponds to the number of
arm segments in the proposed system.
A representation of the end-effector kinematics provides the basis for controlling
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Figure 3.1: Reference configuration for a general three-body system with an
added payload.
the end effector’s motion along an arbitrary path. To establish this representation,
Fig. 3.1 illustrates a three-body architecture for the robotic system that can be
extended to an arbitrary number of bodies. With the exception of the added
payload, this reference configuration is identical to Fig. 2.6 in Chapter 2. The
position, velocity, and acceleration vectors for the mass center of an arbitrary





















ωi/0 × ri + ωi/0 × (ωi/0 × ri) , (3.3)
where ωi/j is the angular velocity of frame i relative to frame j and id/dt is the
time derivative in the i frame.
With these kinematic relationships, a payload trajectory command can be de-
fined and converted into a corresponding sequence of commanded joint angles by
applying the positional inverse kinematics. However, according to Eq. (3.1), an
analytical solution certainly does not exist for the proposed system because of the
nonlinear relationship between the end-effector and joint coordinates. Rather, the
differential relationship between these quantities is used:
δ0Ri = K(θi)δΘ, (3.4)
where δ0Ri ∈ R3×1 contains the differential end-effector position in inertial (0)
coordinates, and δΘ ∈ RN×1 contains the differential joint angles. The differential
position Jacobian K ∈ R3×N relates these quantities.
Unlike the positional inverse kinematics problem, the velocity inverse kinemat-
ics problem has a straightforward analytical solution. The relation is given by
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0Vi = H(θi)Θ˙, (3.5)
where the velocity Jacobian H ∈ R3×N relates the joint rates, Θ˙ ∈ RN×1, to the
end-effector velocity in inertial coordinates, 0Vi ∈ R3×1. To find the elements of
H, hij,





The Jacobians K and H can be used to compute the joint-angle and joint-rate
errors for a controller that tracks an end-effector trajectory. However, we leave
end-effector motion control to be examined in Chapter 4. The following analysis
evaluates this system’s performance while using direct joint-motion control.
3.3 System Dynamics
It was shown in Section 2.3 that the total angular momentum of N linked bodies








IiC · ωi/0 +Ri ×miCVi + 2hi cosφieˆi1
)
, (2.14)
where Hi is the angular momentum of the composite body i about the fixed point
O1 in Fig. 3.1. IiC is the composite inertia dyadic about the mass center for the
ith arm segment-CMG scissored pair combination with total mass, miC. hi is the
magnitude of either rotor angular-momentum vector for the scissored pair fixed
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to body i. φ1 is the angular distance of h1 and h2 from the joint axis, and eˆij
represents the basis vector along the j direction in the coordinate system fixed to
body i.
The total torque on thisN -body system about O1 is the derivative of the system















ωi/0 + ωi/0 × (IiC · ωi/0)+Ri ×miCAi
+2hi
(− φ˙i sinφieˆi1 + ωi/0 × cosφieˆi1)]. (2.15)
For a completely reactionless system with only internal torques acting on the
system, the total angular momentum of the system is conserved about the mass










where Hci is the angular momentum about the mass center of the ith composite
body and ωi is the angular velocity of body i in an inertial frame. Each gen-
eralized coordinate is the angular position of a body relative to its neighboring
inboard body, qj = θj, and the generalized velocities are the time derivatives of
the generalized coordinates, q˙j = θ˙j. The partial angular velocities, shown in Eq.
(2.20), are the basis vectors aligned with the joint axes.
After the arm has grasped the payload, the payload-augmented outer body
resembles Fig. 3.2, where O3 is the origin of the body 3-fixed coordinate system,
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rp is the position vector from O3 to the payload mass center, r3 is the position
vector from O3 to the body 3 mass center, and r3p is the position vector from O3 to
the combined mass center. If a = r3p − r3 and b = rp − r3p, the inertia dyadic I3p
of the augmented outer body about its mass center is determined by the parallel
axis theorem [28]
I3tot = I3 + Ip −m3(a21− aa)−mp(b21− bb), (3.7)
where I3 is the central inertia dyadic of the outer arm segment without the CMGs,
Ip is the central inertia dyadic of the payload, and a and b are the magnitudes
of a and b, respectively. Besides the obvious addition of mass to the outer body,
a payload introduces products of inertia in the inertia matrix of the outer body
and shifts the location of the outer body’s mass center. In the general case where
this shift causes the system mass center to deviate from the innermost joint axis,
the resulting acceleration causes a reaction force on the base. Kane’s method is
employed, as in the previous example without a payload, to find the equations of
motion for this system. In this general case with a mass offset due to an added


















where Fai is the total active force that does work on composite body i and M
a
ci is
the total active moment about the ith mass center that does work on composite
body i.
An examination of the power consumption of an N -body system begins with
the system energy, which is entirely kinetic. The total energy of the general CMG
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of outer arm segment (body 3) with attached payload.



















where S is the number of CMGs on each body. Ii is the central inertia dyadic
of the ith arm segment without the CMGs. IGij is the central inertia dyadic of
the jth gimbal on body i and IRij is the central inertia dyadic of the jth CMG
rotor on body i. Gij and Rij also represent the jth gimbal-fixed frame on body
i and the jth rotor-fixed frame on body i, respectively. Equation (3.8) describes
the total energy of a general system in which each body rotates about an arbitrary
axis that does not pass through its mass center. It is assumed that the motion of
the ith pair of CMGs is such that each composite body’s mass center is constant
in the ith body-fixed frame. Thus, the total translational kinetic energy for each
composite body can be expressed in terms of the composite mass-center velocity
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as measured from O1.
The time derivative of Eq. (3.8) yields the total change in kinetic energy, or

























ωRij/0 · IRij · ωRij/0
)]}
. (3.9)
As Section 2.3 discusses, negative values of power indicate energy extracted from
the motion of the connected system components. However, this energy-recovery
process cannot be perfect, and in practice it is likely inefficient. In the probable
case where the robotic arm is not designed to regeneratively recover this energy, the
system’s power consumption is approximated by the sum of the absolute values of
kinetic-energy change computed for each system component. The assumption that
each composite body’s mass center is constant in its own body-fixed frame implies
that the CMGs have only rotational energy associated with their motion. Since
each composite body has kinetic energy due to both translation and rotation, the
power for each arm segment is given by the sum of the translational and rotational
change in kinetic energy.
A general description of the robot’s dynamics provides the means to understand
the effects of a payload on power consumption. We examine these effects by first
considering simple cases, beginning with the single-body system shown in Fig.
3.3. This system consists of a single arm segment with a scissored pair of CMGs
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whose combined mass center is offset from the joint axis. This offset causes the
mass center to accelerate in an inertial frame as the body rotates. The dynamics
of this single-body system is therefore governed by Eq. (2.17) with N = 1. A
force is transmitted to the stationary base due to the mass center’s acceleration,
but it vanishes from the equation of motion as a workless constraint force. This
reaction force imparts an additional moment to the body about its mass center;
however, since this moment is about an axis orthogonal to eˆ11, it also vanishes.
Another reaction torque at the contact between the base and the arm segment
results from the fact that the inertia dyadic of the system about the mass center
is time-varying in an inertial frame. However, it also drops out of the equation
of motion as a workless constraint torque. Therefore, without active forces and













When the vectors and dyadics are expressed in body-1 coordinates, Eq. (3.10) can
























 = 0, (3.11)






θ¨1 − 2h1φ˙1 sinφ1 = 0. (3.12)
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In Eqs. (3.11)-(3.12), 1R1,i are the components of the column matrix
1R1, which is
the vector R1 expressed in body-1 coordinates.
1Iij are the elements of the inertia
matrix, 1I1C, which is the dyadic I1C expressed in body-1 coordinates. With the
exception of the added mR2 terms in Eq. (3.12), the equation of motion for this
system with a mass-center offset is the same as that for a system with a stationary
mass center during body rotations. In other words, a mass-center offset that might
be caused by the addition of a payload affects only inertia-like terms in the equation
of motion for this single-body system.
Figure 3.3: Single-body system with mass-center offset from joint axis.
It is also evident from Eq. (3.11) that while the constraint forces and torques
at the base contact do not change the energy of the system, they do change its
total angular momentum. However, since
0d
dt
H1 · eˆ11 = 0, (3.13)
and since eˆ11 is a unit vector that is constant in an inertial frame, then
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H1 · eˆ11 = C, (3.14)
where C ∈ R is any constant. This momentum integral of the equation of motion
in an inertial frame [83] implies that angular momentum is conserved about eˆ11
and the associated generalized coordinate, θ1, is cyclic and does not appear in the
system Lagrangian [94]. In other words, since the CMGs impart torque on the
body through internal momentum exchange, they act only in the direction along
which angular momentum is conserved, i.e., along the joint axis.
We now consider a two-body system consisting of a spherical inboard body with
its mass center on the joint axis and an outboard body with an arbitrary mass
distribution. Figure 3.4(a) is a sketch of such a configuration. The inner body’s
mass center is stationary since R1 has a constant length and is coincident with the
joint axis. In the two-body case, a mass-center offset on the outer body contributes
additional coupled forces and torques to the equations of motion for the connected
bodies. However, like the single-body case, angular momentum is conserved about
eˆ11, or the joint axis of the inner body. The system Lagrangian for a general two-
body system, and for the general N -link system, is independent of θ1. We explain
this result by first stating that the robot arm is connected to the base by a revolute
joint at O1, which can support a torque only about the transverse directions, eˆ12
and eˆ13. Reaction torques act between each joint and at the contact between
the spacecraft base and the inner arm segment. Since the constraint torques at
the contacts between each arm segment cancel except at O1, the reaction torque
components at the base are found by projecting the resultant torque about O1 in




H · eˆ12 = τr2 and 0ddt H · eˆ13 = τr3. We conclude that although the
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equations of motion for the multi-body system include additional inertial torques
and forces, angular momentum is always conserved about the innermost joint axis,
eˆ11.
Reaction forces also act on the revolute joint at O1, which is capable of sup-
porting a force in any direction. Since the constraint forces, like the constraint
torques, are canceled at the joints between each arm segment, the reaction force





While the single- and multi-body analyses demonstrate that the general system
is not guaranteed to be reactionless, reaction forces and torques can be eliminated
with a mass-balanced system design, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4(b). The general
system that produces base reactions certainly applies to the payload problem,
where the payload mass properties are arbitrary. However, our analysis also shows
that the general system always conserves angular momentum about one axis. Since
the single-body CMG system conserves momentum about the active joint axis, one
might operate the links sequentially in a planned maneuver to avoid either gimbal
saturation or disturbances in a particular direction. Additionally, this operations
concept causes the dynamic behavior of the multi-body system to resemble that of
the single-body system, possibly reducing base reactions and power consumption.
To show how momentum actuation of a robot affects base reactions on a space-
craft, an identical system is modeled with conventional joint motors. The vector
torque at the base contact is given by Eq. (2.15) without the CMG terms. Unlike
the CMG system, the reaction torque has components in all three directions: eˆ11,
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(a) General system. (b) Mass-balanced system.
Figure 3.4: Two-body system.
eˆ12, and eˆ13. The reaction force at the base for the conventional system is given
by Eq. (3.15). With these expressions, the base reactions for the CMG system are
compared to those for an otherwise identical system with direct-drive motors. This
analysis complements a detailed power comparison of these two systems presented
in concurrent work by Brown [95].
References [19, 20, 21] were among the first studies in momentum actuation of
a space-robotic manipulator; however, the base-reaction benefits and power costs
for such a system are not investigated in this literature. For the numerical analysis
in Section 3.4, we evaluate the simultaneous motion of both general and mass-
balanced three-body CMG systems and compare these cases to sequentially rotat-
ing CMG systems. The effects of these operations concepts on power consumption
are also briefly considered. Our goal in the comparison of these operations con-
cepts is not optimal steering, but to suggest that base reactions can be traded for
power. Finally, we demonstrate reduced base reactions with CMG actuation by
including additional results for a conventional system with direct-drive motors.
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3.4 Feedback-Control Design
The full nonlinear equations of motion for the N -body CMG system are accom-
modated in a feedback-control design, with the nonlinear terms in the feedforward
portion of the control loop. The plant is in the general form
Θ¨ +XΦ˙ + F = 0, (3.16)
where Θ¨ ∈ RN×1 contains the relative body angular accelerations, Φ˙ ∈ RN×1
contains the gimbal rates with the coefficient matrix X ∈ RN×N , and F ∈ RN×1
contains the nonlinear Coriolis and centripetal terms of the system’s equations of
motion.
With the plant in this form, a proportional-derivative (PD) feedback-control
law is derived by seeking gimbal rates such that the CMG equations of motion
resemble a linear second-order system
Θ¨ + ZΘ˙ +WΘ = 0. (3.17)
In Eq. (3.17), we define matrices Z = diag(2ζωn) ∈ RN×N and W = diag(ω2n) ∈
RN×N , where Z represents the generalized damping desired in the feedback law,
and W represents the generalized stiffness. The control is based on an error func-
tion, Θe = Θd−Θ, where Θd ∈ RN×1 contains each body’s desired relative angular
position, and Θe ∈ RN×1 contains the error in each body’s relative angular position.
The error dynamics for this system are then described by
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Θ¨e + ZΘ˙e +WΘe = 0. (3.18)
Solving for Φ˙ from Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.17) leads to a feedback-control law for
the CMG gimbal rates:
Φ˙ = X−1
(
ZΘ˙e +WΘe − F
)
. (3.19)
Equation (3.19) is not a linearization, but an exact linear expression resulting
from algebraic manipulation. Since subtracting the nonlinear term, F , may be
problematic in the case where the state variables are not perfectly known, full
state knowledge is assumed.
This system is controllable except in the case where the Jacobian, X, is singular,
or when det(X) = 0. Thus, it encounters a singularity when
N∏
i=1
sinφi = 0. (3.20)
This relationship is satisfied when any gimbal angle, φi = npi, n ∈ Z. This
condition arises in the robotic system at the gimbal angle where any CMG scissored
pair stores its maximum angular momentum. As the scissored pair moves towards
this saturation limit, the gimbal rate required to achieve a desired output torque
can be impossibly high even if the Jacobian’s determinant is finite. Gimbals can
only rotate so fast in practice. For this reason, among others, a scissored pair may
be best limited to a range of gimbal angles within which a certain maximum torque
can be guaranteed for finite gimbal rates.
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A more sophisticated control architecture may offer certain performance bene-
fits, but the virtues of this design include its ease of implementation and analysis.
Our focus is not this specific architecture but instead devising a means to im-
plement motion profiles that will enable the analysis of base reactions and power
usage.
3.5 Simulation Results
In order to explore how the choice of operations concept and actuation method
affect base reactions and power, a maneuver is constructed in which each joint
angle tracks a step input with the control law in Eq. (3.19). This maneuver is
analyzed for CMG and direct-drive systems using both simultaneous and sequential
motion of the bodies. In the sequential-rotation method for the proposed three-
body system, designated links rotate in three stages. In each of these stages, the
resulting dynamics resemble the general single-body system. In a given stage,
stationary inboard system components are treated as part of the spacecraft base
while stationary outboard components are treated as simply an added payload.
The major difference between the three possible stages of the maneuver is the
amount of mass and inertia that the active arm segment moves. Bodies that are
further inboard carry more mass and inertia, resulting in higher base reactions and
power consumption.
In these simulations, the inertia dyadic IiC for each arm segment with its CMGs
(but without a payload) is identical to all the others. The two inboard bodies are
spherical with their mass centers on their respective joint axes while the mass cen-
ter of the outer body is offset from its joint axis by the added payload. Multiple
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spherical bodies may be difficult to realize in practice, but their simplicity makes
the results of this study clearer to interpret without sacrificing anything funda-
mental. A detailed evaluation of an arbitrary system of interest can be carried
out with the equations of motion provided in Section 3.3. However, this system
with an arbitrary payload is considered a general system for the remainder of this
chapter, since it is compared to a mass-balanced case in Section 3.5.1.
3.5.1 Comparison of Operations Concepts and Actuators
To obtain the simulation results in this chapter, the MATLAB R© function
ode45.m is used to integrate the equations of motion in Eq. (2.17) from ini-
tial time t0 = 0 s to final time tf = 12 s. The simulation parameters for this
comparative study are included in Table 3.1. The CMG parameters are based on
the Honeywell M50 CMG [17], but we do not model rotor drag or losses in the
gimbal motor, gear train, or drive electronics. The gimbals begin in a configu-
ration for which the net angular momentum of each scissored pair is zero. Since
the gimbal angles in this simulation are measured from the joint axis, the initial
gimbal angles are ±pi/2 rad for each scissored pair.
Figures 3.5 - 3.6 include the vector components of reaction force, Fr, and
reaction torque, τ r, at the robot base during a maneuver in which each body
tracks a step input with an amplitude of 0.1 rad. Figure 3.7 illustrates the non-
recoverable system power for this maneuver. In part (a) of Figs. 3.5 - 3.7, the
bodies are moved simultaneously at t = 1 s while part (b) of Figs. 3.5 - 3.7 shows
results from when the bodies are rotated sequentially, from innermost to outermost,
at t = 1, 4.5, and 8 s. For each operations concept, we calculate the integral of
the reaction-force magnitude,
∫ |Fr| dt, and the integral of the reaction-torque
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Table 3.1: Closed-Loop Simulation Parameters for Example Step Maneuver
to Compare Operations Concepts and Actuators.
Parameter Value
Initial relative body angles, θi(0) (0, 0, 0) rad
Initial relative body rates, θ˙i(0) (0, 0, 0) rad/s
Damping ratio, ζ 0.707
Natural frequency, ωn pi rad/s
CMG rotor angular momentum, hi 50 N-m-s
Rotor spin speed, ΩR 200 rad/s
Rotor inertia, IR 0.25 kg-m
2
Gimbal inertia, IG 0.125 kg-m
2
Body inertia, Ii 20 kg-m
2
Payload inertia, Ip 2 kg-m
2
Body mass, mi 10 kg
Payload mass, mp 2 kg
Position of body 3 CM, 3r3p [1.25, 0, 0.25] m
magnitude,
∫ |τ r| dt. These values provide a measure of the extent that forces and
torques are being transmitted to the spacecraft. Peak values of the reaction-force
and reaction-torque magnitudes, |Fr|max and |τ r|max, are also calculated. Since
the general CMG and conventional systems have identical mass properties, the
reaction forces for these systems are equal. In a comparison of identical systems
driven by either CMGs or conventional joint motors, [95] demonstrates that the
power expenditures for the two systems are equal. Therefore, all figures for reaction
forces and power represent both actuation methods.
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Figure 3.5: Vector components of reaction force during step response for the
general CMG and conventional systems.












































Figure 3.6: Vector components of reaction torque during step response for
the general CMG system.
According to the results in Table 3.2,
∫ |Fr| dt and ∫ |τ r| dt for the CMG system
over the slew duration are roughly the same for both operations concepts; however,
the peak values for these quantities are each about 45% higher for simultaneous
motions than they are for sequential motions.
∫
P dt is about 5% lower for the
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Figure 3.7: Power of the general CMG and conventional systems during step
response.
simultaneous method than for the sequential method, but the peak value, Pmax, is
higher for the simultaneous method by nearly a factor of 2.
The system angular momentum about O1 is shown in Fig. 3.8 for both op-
erations concepts. Section 3.3 stated that the angular momentum of the system
about the base contact at O1 cannot be conserved because of the constraint force
and torque acting at that point. The nonzero components of H at the end of the
maneuver demonstrate this principle, indicating reaction torque at the base.
Table 3.2 also includes the simulation results for the general conventional sys-
tem using both operations concepts. For this system, Fig. 3.9 contains the vector
components of reaction torque for the simultaneous and sequential cases. The vec-
tor components of reaction force for the conventional system are identical to the
CMG case and are shown in Fig. 3.5. The base reactions for the conventional sys-
tem differ from the CMG system only in the amount of reaction torque imparted
to the spacecraft base. For simultaneously rotating links,
∫ |τ r| dt and |τ r|max
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(a) Simultaneous motions. (b) Sequential motions.
Figure 3.8: Vector components of system angular momentum about O1 for
the general CMG system.
are each about 20% lower for the general CMG system when compared to the
conventional system. While there are some changes to the reaction torque in the
transverse directions, the increased |τ r| for the conventional system results mainly
from the additional large joint-axis component from the joint motor.












































Figure 3.9: Vector components of reaction torque during step response for
the general conventional system.
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The same set of simulations are performed for a mass-balanced system. The
difference between this system and the previously-discussed general system is the
mass-center location of body 3, which is 1r3p =
1[1 0 0]T when expressed in body-1
coordinates. This position is also the location of the system mass center. The mass-
balanced system is completely reactionless when using CMG actuation, allowing
one to design for reaction torques due solely to the actuation method, not inertial
properties. In both the simultaneous- and sequential-rotation methods for each
system, the vector components of Fr are zero since the system mass center is always
stationary on eˆ11. For the CMG system, the vector components of τ r are also zero
since the system inertia dyadic is spherical. In the case of direct-drive actuation,
a mass-balanced system is obviously not reactionless, as evidenced by the reaction
torques in Fig. 3.10 and the results in Table 3.3. Even with a mass-balanced arm
design, there is a significant amount of reaction torque at the base. Finally, the
mass-balanced CMG and direct-drive systems show the same trends for
∫
P dt
and Pmax that are observed for the general system with an arbitrary payload. As
expected, these values are shifted lower in the mass-balanced case, demonstrating
that mass balancing saves power when using either operations concept.
3.5.2 Monte-Carlo Analysis
This section presents a statistical analysis of base reactions and power for the
operations concepts and actuation methods discussed in the previous section. A
Monte-Carlo simulation is performed for the general CMG and conventional sys-
tems over the initial relative body angles, step amplitudes, and mass-center offset
of the outboard body while holding the control gains and all other simulation
parameters fixed. Each of these parameters is randomly drawn from a uniform
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Figure 3.10: Nonzero vector components of reaction torque during step re-
sponse for the mass-balanced conventional system.








































Figure 3.11: Power of the mass-balanced CMG and conventional systems
during step response.
distribution over the intervals listed in Table 3.4. Besides these varied parameters,
the same parameters from Table 3.1 are used for this analysis.
In every realization of the maneuver, each body has a different, randomly-drawn
initial relative body angle and step amplitude. Varying the mass-center offset of
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the combined outboard body is achieved by varying the location of the payload
mass center. Variation of these parameters avoids payload-related biases in the
histograms for
∫ |Fr| dt, |Fr|max, ∫ |τ r| dt, |τ r|max, ∫ P dt, and Pmax. Figures
3.12 - 3.13 contain histograms of
∫ |Fr| dt and |Fr|max for the general CMG and
conventional systems using both operations concepts. Figures 3.14 - 3.15 contain
the
∫ |τ r| dt and |τ r|max histograms for the CMG system and Figs. 3.16 - 3.17
show the same data for the conventional system. Finally, Figs. 3.18 - 3.19 contain
histograms for
∫
P dt and Pmax, which are accurate for both the general CMG and
conventional systems. Table 3.5 summarizes these Monte-Carlo simulation results,
indicating the mean values for each parameter.
Only the simultaneous-rotation method is considered when comparing actua-
tion methods. Figs. 3.14(a) and 3.15(a) show the histograms of
∫ |τ r| dt and
|τ r|max for simultaneous rotations. These figures, along with Table 3.5, indicate
that the mean values of
∫ |τ r| dt and |τ r|max for the CMG system are each lower
than the mean values of the conventional system by about a factor of 2.
Section 3.3 proposes sequential rotations for the CMG system so that one may
choose the axis about which angular momentum is conserved. Sequentially rotating
the direct-drive system offers no advantages over rotating the links of that system
simultaneously, but the results are included in Table 3.5 and Figs. 3.16 - 3.17 for
completeness. According to Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.12, the mean values of
∫ |Fr| dt
and
∫ |τ r| dt for the CMG system are about 25% lower for simultaneous motions
than for sequential motions. Table 3.5 also indicates that, on average, |Fr|max and
|τ r|max are each about 5% higher for simultaneous motions than for sequential
motions.
The mean value of
∫
P dt for both actuation methods is 15% lower in the simul-
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taneous case while the average Pmax is about 5% higher for this operations concept.
The lower average
∫
P dt for simultaneous motions is due to a combination of fac-
tors. In the sequential case, the controller must not only force the entire motion of
the rotating body, but it must also compensate for the consequent motion of the
fixed system components. During simultaneous rotations, a body can use energy
from the motion of its neighbors to assist its maneuver to the commanded posi-
tion. To demonstrate this idea, we examine Eq. (3.9) for a two-body system: the
simplest system that exhibits coupled motion. For sequential motions, when the
outer body is rotating, Eq. (3.9) reduces to the single-body case with the outer
body’s mass properties. A rotation of the inner body also reduces Eq. (3.9) to the
single-body case, where the mass properties of the inner body are augmented by
the fixed outer body. However, for simultaneous motions, Eq. (3.9) is a function
of the relative rates and accelerations for each system component. Some of these
variables may be negative-valued, leading to subtractions in the inertial angular
velocities and accelerations before the dot products in the power calculation are
performed. The power used by a particular component in a system with simulta-
neously rotating bodies can thus be decreased in some cases with the direction of
travel. However, such a reduction is not possible for sequential motions because all
other body and gimbal rates are zero. These findings imply that for simultaneous
motions, there likely exist paths where a given arm segment can exploit the mo-
tion of its neighbors to reach its end position, thereby using less power. In further
exploration of this possibility, Chapter 4 investigates paths in joint space along
which power is minimized.
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3.6 Chapter Conclusions
Base reactions on a spacecraft due to the motion of an attached robotic system
can be reduced or eliminated with CMG actuation. By revisiting the theoretical
developments in Chapter 2, a detailed dynamics analysis is provided for general
single- and multi-body systems. This analysis demonstrates that the general CMG
system always conserves angular momentum about a stationary joint axis. This
result motivates numerical studies of sequentially rotating links in addition to
simultaneously rotating links.
A comparison of operations concepts and actuation methods is performed for
an example maneuver in which each joint tracks a step input. The results from
this example are confirmed in a Monte-Carlo statistical analysis. In terms of base
reactions, CMG and direct-drive systems differ only in the amount of reaction
torque imparted to the spacecraft base. In the general case with an arbitrary
payload, the mean values of
∫ |τ r| dt and |τ r|max are each lower for the CMG
system by a factor of 2. A mass-balanced CMG system is completely reactionless
by virtue of internal momentum actuation while the direct-drive system imparts
significant torque onto the base. In terms of operations concepts, the peak reaction-
force and reaction-torque magnitudes for simultaneous motions of the CMG system
are each about 5% higher and the peak power is about 20% higher than for the
sequential case. However, the mean values for
∫ |Fr| dt and ∫ |τ r| dt are each about
25% lower in the simultaneous case. In addition, the energy expended for both
actuation methods is 15% lower, on average, when the bodies move simultaneously,
suggesting the existence of an optimal steering path that minimizes the energy
expended by the system. This topic is further investigated in Chapter 4.
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Table 3.2: Results Summary for Example Step Maneuver of a General Sys-
tem
Simultaneous Motion Sequential Motion
Parameter CMG Direct-Drive CMG Direct-Drive∫ |Fr| dt 14.9 N-s 14.9 N-s 15.8 N-s 15.8 N-s
|Fr|max 48.2 N 48.2 N 33.4 N 33.4 N∫ |τ r| dt 29.9 N-m-s 38.5 N-m-s 30.2 N-m-s 61.9 N-m-s
|τ r|max 96.5 N-m 126.0 N-m 66.6 N-m 127.6 N-m∫
P dt 71.4 J 71.4 J 74.7 J 74.7 J
Pmax 218.9 W 218.9 W 111.7 W 111.7 W
Table 3.3: Results Summary for Example Step Maneuver of a Mass-Balanced
System
Simultaneous Motion Sequential Motion
Parameter CMG Direct-Drive CMG Direct-Drive∫ |Fr| dt 0 N-s 0 N-s 0 N-s 0 N-s
|Fr|max 0 N 0 N 0 N 0 N∫ |τ r| dt 0 N-m-s 19.0 N-m-s 0 N-m-s 38.1 N-m-s
|τ r|max 0 N-m 61.3 N-m 0 N-m 64.6 N-m∫
P dt 63.7 J 63.7 J 69.3 J 69.3 J
Pmax 209.9 W 209.9 W 106.7 W 106.7 W
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Table 3.4: Intervals for Varied Parameters in Comparison Study.
Parameter Value
Initial relative body angles, θi(0) [0, 2pi] rad
Step amplitude, ∆θi [−0.3, 0.3] rad
Position of body 3 CM, 3r3p {[2, 3], [−1, 1], [−1, 1]} m


































Figure 3.12: Histogram of
∫ |Fr| dt for the general CMG and conventional
systems performing a step maneuver.
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Figure 3.13: Histogram of |Fr|max for the general CMG and conventional
systems performing a step maneuver.


































Figure 3.14: Histogram of
∫ |τ r| dt for the general CMG system performing
a step maneuver.
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Figure 3.15: Histogram of |τ r|max for the general CMG system performing a
step maneuver.


































Figure 3.16: Histogram of
∫ |τ r| dt for the general conventional system per-
forming a step maneuver.
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Figure 3.17: Histogram of |τ r|max for the general conventional system per-
forming a step maneuver.




























Figure 3.18: Histogram of
∫
P dt for the general CMG and conventional sys-
tems performing a step maneuver.
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Figure 3.19: Histogram of Pmax for the general CMG and conventional sys-
tems performing a step maneuver.
Table 3.5: Results Summary for Monte-Carlo Analysis
Simultaneous Motion Sequential Motion
Parameter CMG Direct-Drive CMG Direct-Drive
Mean
∫ |Fr| dt 18.0 N-s 18.0 N-s 23.8 N-s 23.8 N-s
Mean |Fr|max 57.9 N 57.9 N 55.2 N 55.2 N
Mean
∫ |τ r| dt 36.7 N-m-s 78.4 N-m-s 48.4 N-m-s 107.2 N-m-s
Mean |τ r|max 118.0 N-m 256.2 N-m 113.4 N-m 234.3 N-m
Mean
∫
P dt 101.3 J 101.3 J 119.4 J 119.4 J
Mean Pmax 493.4 W 493.4 W 410.2 W 410.2 W
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CHAPTER 4
POWER-OPTIMAL STEERING OF A CMG ROBOTIC SYSTEM
4.1 Introduction
This chapter revisits the agile imaging payload in Chapter 2 designed for high-
speed target tracking. In this problem, a camera boresight attitude vector, b,
tracks a prescribed trajectory. There are multiple joint-kinematic solutions for a
given boresight attitude command in a redundant robotic system, implying that a
payload can track a target while simultaneously moving its arm segments and CMG
gimbals to achieve some other goal, such as minimizing power consumption. While
the boresight vector is tracking the commanded direction, null motion is added to
the commanded joint angles in a linear feedback-control law. In this context,
null motion refers to joint-angle adjustments that have no effect on the camera
boresight attitude. The resulting change in the body and gimbal kinematics from
the added null motion reduces the system’s power usage. Null motion is added
in the direction of maximum decrease in cost per change in joint angle, steering
the system through states that locally minimize power. This method differs from
optimal design strategies or methods that generate time-optimal trajectories for
a planned end-effector path. This study concentrates on a method for real-time,
power-optimal control in which the future end-effector path of a robotic system is
unknown. Instantaneous control is arguably more relevant for applications with
significant uncertainties and moving targets than is path planning.
As mentioned in Section 1.2.3, null-motion algorithms have been studied in
the context of CMG singularity avoidance. The CMG steering problem involves
determining the gimbal rates that achieve a commanded output torque while sat-
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isfying certain constraints, particularly avoiding singular configurations. Here,
null-motion algorithms minimize power in the multi-body robotic system rather
than steering around internal CMG singularities. The CMG singularity problem is
addressed by arranging the CMGs into scissored pairs, as in the previous chapters.
Section 4.2 briefly reviews the overall system architecture. Section 4.3 describes the
problem and discusses the kinematic relationships between end-effector attitude co-
ordinates and joint coordinates. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 review the dynamics analysis
and feedback-control strategy for the proposed system that was first introduced
in Chapter 2. Section 4.6 details the power-optimization algorithm, and Section
4.7 presents a numerical study comparing simulations with varying amounts of
null motion to a simulation in which the algorithm is not used. Reference [7] pro-
vides preliminary numerical results for this study. This chapter includes additional
analysis for deriving the system power and results that use the updated power cost.
4.2 System Concept
This study investigates the three-link, CMG-actuated robot arm described in
Chapter 2 modified with a camera mounted on the outer arm segment. Each
arm segment contains mirrors that reflect light from the camera through a Coude´
path onto the focal plane. Again, since minimizing vibration induced by base re-
actions is an important design goal for an imaging payload, we consider a special
case where the base is stationary, thanks to an on-board ACS, and where the sys-
tem inertia dyadic is constant in an inertial frame. Section 2.2 contains the full
description of the system, along with illustrations in Figs. 2.1 - 2.2 for the system
concept and the arrangement of the CMG scissored pairs on the arm segments.
The mass center of each mass-balanced link is located on the inner link’s joint
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axis. Each link’s mass center is stationary during body rotations, implying that
the system mass center is also stationary during body rotations. These conditions
eliminate reaction forces and force-induced torques on the spacecraft bus.
4.3 Direct and Inverse Kinematics
The reference configuration illustrated in Fig. 2.3 is revisited for this study. The
camera fixed to the outer link has a boresight unit vector, b, indicating its pointing
direction, which is shown in Fig. 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Scissored-pair implementation on a three-degree-of-freedom
robotic payload.
The boresight vector is fixed in the outer arm segment so that it is not always paral-
lel to one of the joint axes in a singular configuration. The general transformation
from the body j-fixed coordinate system to the body-i-fixed coordinate system
is given by Eq. (2.5). With the defined reference configuration, the direction-
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cosine matrices described by Eq. (2.5) are used to transform all defined vectors
and dyadics to inertial coordinates. In body-3-fixed coordinates, the boresight














sin θ1 sin θ2 − cos θ1 cos θ3 − sin θ1 cos θ2 sin θ3
cos θ2 + sin θ2 sin θ3
cos θ1 cos θ2 sin θ3 − cos θ1 sin θ2 − sin θ1 cos θ3
 . (4.1)
The boresight attitude is also expressed in terms of coordinates α1 ∈ [0, pi] and
α2 ∈ [0, 2pi], which are measured from eˆ03 and eˆ01, respectively. These coordinates
are shown in Fig. 4.2. Since b ∈ R2, there are many joint configurations for
the proposed three-degree-of-freedom system that correspond to a given boresight
attitude command. The goal of this study is to find the solution to the tracking
problem that minimizes the power due to torquing the gimbals. According to Fig.





























Figure 4.2: Boresight attitude coordinate system.
For tracking a boresight attitude command in closed loop, the controlled degrees
of freedom are the relative joint angles, θi. A general N -degree-of-freedom system
consisting of N linked bodies requires inverse-kinematic solutions to the nonlinear
equations
αj = f(θi), (4.5)
where i = {1, ..., N} and j = {1, ...,M},M < N . The positional inverse kinematics
are ideally performed with a linear transformation from the joint angles, θi, to
attitude coordinates, αj. In this case, an analytical representation of this Jacobian
is not possible because the relationship between these quantities is nonlinear. An
alternative approach is to numerically solve the system of nonlinear equations
formed by equating Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). However, searching for the roots of
this system involves the use of nonlinear optimization algorithms that are not
only computationally expensive for a real-time application, but are also likely to
yield infeasible joint-angle solutions. A more direct approach involves using the









δα = K(θi)δΘ, (4.7)
where δα ∈ RM×1 contains the differential boresight coordinates, and δΘ ∈ RN×1
contains the differential joint angles. The differential position Jacobian K ∈ RM×N
relates the boresight coordinate error, δα, to joint-angle error, δθ, which is eventu-
ally included in a feedback loop. The elements of K are computed numerically by
first subjecting nominal joint angles θi,nom to small perturbations δθi, and substi-
tuting these perturbed joint angles θi = θi,nom + δθi into Eq. (4.1). The resulting
0bi are used to find the perturbed coordinates, αj, with Eqs. (4.3)-(4.4). The




≈ αj − αj,nom
δθi
, (4.8)
where αj,nom are the nominal boresight coordinates. This approximation remains
valid for steps in αj that are sufficiently small.
Unlike the positional inverse-kinematics problem, the velocity inverse-







more compactly expressed as
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α˙ = H(θi)Θ˙, (4.10)
where α˙ ∈ RM×1 contains the boresight attitude rates, Θ˙ ∈ RN×1 contains the
joint rates, and H(θi) ∈ RM×N is the Jacobian relating these quantities. This











= gji · pji. (4.11)
Therefore, H is
H(θi) = G(
0bi) · P (θi), (4.12)
where gji are elements of G(
0bi) ∈ RM×N that relate the components of 0b˙ to the
boresight attitude rates, α˙j, and pji are elements of P (θi) ∈ RN×N that relate the
joint rates to the components of 0b˙. Since b is a constant-length unit vector, its
time rate of change is
b˙ = ω3/0 × b, (4.13)
where ωi/j is the angular velocity of frame i relative to frame j. After expressing
b˙ in inertial coordinates, the elements of G(0bi) and P (θi) can be determined. The
elements of G(0bi) and P (θi) are provided in Appendix B. The unit-length con-
straint on the boresight attitude vector ensures that P (θi) is always singular in the
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boresight direction. Equivalently, b can change only in a direction perpendicular
to its orientation, as stated in Eq. (4.13).
4.4 System Dynamics
This study optimizes power for the proposed agile imaging payload in Chapter
2. It was shown in Section 2.3 that the total torque for a system consisting of
N linked bodies about the system mass center is the time derivative of the total















ωi/0 + ωi/0 × (IiC · ωi/0)+Ri ×miCAi
+2hi
(− φ˙i sinφieˆi1 + ωi/0 × cosφieˆi1)]. (2.15)
In Eq. (2.15), Hi is the angular momentum of body i about the system mass
center, IiC is the composite inertia dyadic about the mass center for the ith arm
segment-CMG scissored pair combination, and hi is the rotor angular-momentum
magnitude of either CMG in the scissored pair fixed to body i.
A reactionless system is of interest for this study because 1) minimizing base
reactions is a reasonable design goal for a precision optical payload, and 2) the
assumption allows analysis of the optimization effects without the burden of addi-
tional complications in the dynamics. For a reactionless system, the total inertia
dyadic is constant in an inertial frame and there is a frictionless contact between
the payload and the base. In the case of a fixed base, a mass-balanced payload’s
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mass center does not translate during robotic maneuvers. Finally, there are con-
straint torques acting between each joint, but they do no work on the system.
Therefore, with purely internal torques, the total angular momentum is conserved










where the generalized coordinates, qj, and generalized speeds, q˙j, are the relative
angular positions and rates of the bodies, respectively. ωi is the angular velocity
of body i in an inertial frame. The matrix representation of the system equations
of motion is given by Eq. (2.24).
In order to determine the effects of the optimization algorithm on power effi-
ciency, an expression is derived for the total system energy and power. As stated











(ωGij/0 · IGij · ωGij/0)
+(ωRij/0 · IRij · ωRij/0)
]}
, (2.22)
where N is the number of arm segments in the system and S is the number of
CMGs on each body. For the proposed system, N = 3 and S = 2. Ii is the central
inertia dyadic of the ith arm segment without the CMGs. IGij is the central inertia
dyadic of the jth CMG gimbal on body i and IRij is the central inertia dyadic of the
jth CMG rotor on body i. Gij and Rij also represent the jth gimbal-fixed frame
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on body i and the jth rotor-fixed frame on body i, respectively. Since the CMGs
in a scissored pair are identical, Eq. (2.22) can be further simplified by letting IRi1
= IRi2 = IR and IGi1 = IGi2 = IG. The system mass center is stationary during
slews, so there are no translational terms in Eq. (2.22). The total energy depends
on the pure rotation of each system component.
The system power, or rate of change of kinetic energy, is found by differenti-
ating Eq. (2.22), or by applying the Work-Energy Rate principle [96]. The power
supplied to the system by each CMG gimbal is
PGij = τGij · ωGij/i, (4.14)
where the jth CMG on body i applies the torque, τGij , to body i:
τGij =
([








In Eq. (4.15), Gijd/dt is the time derivative in the Gij frame. The total instanta-
neous system power is therefore the sum of the PGij in Eq. (4.14). However, as
described in Chapters 2 and 3, negative values of power indicate energy recovered
from the motion of the connected system components. The system of interest here
is not designed to regeneratively recover energy, and the total power consumption
is approximated by the sum of absolute values of kinetic-energy change for each










∣∣∣∣τGij · ωGij/i∣∣∣∣. (4.16)
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Considering only the torque on each gimbal to determine the system power is an
alternative approach to differentiating the system energy. This approach is chosen
for this study because it is straightforward to develop a related cost function. The
cost function is further discussed in Section 4.5.
4.5 Power-Optimization Algorithm and Implementation
To perform the optimization in real time throughout the maneuver, null motion
is incorporated into the PD feedback-control law Eq. (3.19) for the gimbal rates.
More capable control may be possible through the use of nonlinear control methods
and the algorithm described in this section can be incorporated into alternative
control architectures. In this chapter, the simple law in Eq. (3.19) is used for
expediency in demonstrating the power-minimization approach.
Steering of a robotic linkage is considered optimal in terms of some cost func-
tion. While minimization of the total gimbal power in Eq. (4.16) is the objective
of this study, a gradient-descent approach is presented in this section that requires
the cost function to be continuous and differentiable everywhere with respect to
each joint angle. We therefore define a quadratic cost, J , which is the sum of the


















Section 2.3 discussed the significant amount of power required to enforce a
constant-speed rotor constraint in a control loop when power is calculated with
Eq. (2.23). The rotor speed in an inertial frame is not exactly constant because
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the rates of the underlying system components have nonzero projections onto the
rotor spin axis. However, since the joint rates are on the order of a radian per
second and the rotor speed, ΩR, is 200 rad/s for the numerical simulations in this
dissertation, the inertial rotor speeds in Chapters 2 and 3 are accurate to within
1%. The same numerical results in Section 4.6 for non-recoverable power using Eq.
(2.23) are obtained by implementing low-bandwidth control of the rotor motors.
However, if the terms in Eq. (2.23) are squared in the same manner as Eq. (4.17)
to define a quadratic cost function, the majority of that cost value would represent
the power required to maintain constant rotor speeds. Since this study considers
the case where no torque is required to enforce this constraint, it does not factor
into the system power nor the cost function.
In the first step of the optimization algorithm, the gradient of the cost with
respect to θi is calculated to determine the cost’s sensitivity to each joint angle.
The joint angles are continually adjusted by a small amount in the direction that
yields the greatest decrease in cost, and this motion is projected onto the null space
of K so that the boresight tracking is unaffected when including these adjustments
in the joint-angle command. However, J is independent of the relative angular
position of the innermost body, θ1, since the innermost joint axis is stationary.
In Section 3.3, it was shown that the generalized coordinate associated with a
stationary joint axis is cyclic. Since the system Lagrangian is independent of the
cyclic coordinate θ1, the time derivative of this Lagrangian, i.e., the system power,
is also independent of θ1.




where ∆ ∈ R1×N contains the partial derivatives of J with respect to each joint
angle, and ∆† ∈ RN×1 is the pseudoinverse of ∆. Since rank(∆) = 1 with a single
linearly independent row, the pseudoinverse of ∆ is
∆† = ∆T(||∆||2 + ²)−1, (4.19)
where ² ∈ R is a small positive scalar that makes the pseudoinverse singularity
robust. While the addition of ² in Eq. (4.19) yields only approximate pseudoinverse
solutions, feasible solutions are possible in the neighborhood of singular points. The
magnitude of ∆† decreases with larger values of ². This decrease leads to smaller
null projections of δΘJ , which implies reduced null motion for power optimization;
however, larger values of ² can provide greater robustness near singularities in ∆†.
This approach is the singularity-robust (SR) inverse method that was discussed in
Section 1.2.3. A more complicated version of Eq. (4.19) was originally investigated,
in which ² is a function of the distance to a singularity. A manipulability measure,




² is adjusted according to
² =
 k0(1− w/w0)
2 w < w0
0 w ≥ w0
where w0 is a defined neighborhood boundary of singular points and k0 is a defined
scale factor at these points [47]. Since using this algorithm does not generate a
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noticeable difference in the simulation results, ² is defined to be simply a small
constant to save computational effort.
Changing the joint-angle command does not introduce additional tracking error
because the power-optimizing joint-angle change is projected onto a unit vector in







The total joint-angle error when tracking the prescribed boresight attitude is there-
fore the sum of two parts, one given by the pseudoinverse solution of Eq. (4.7) and
the other by the null component in Eq. (4.21), which is scaled by a gain, q ∈ R:
δΘtot = K
†δα + q(δΘn). (4.22)
δΘtot ∈ RN×1 in Eq. (4.22) is equal to Θe = Θd − Θ in Eq. (3.19). Although
it is not possible to uniquely determine desired joint angles, Θd ∈ RN×1, from
the boresight attitude command, αd ∈ RM×1, the computation in Eq. (4.22) is





= K†δα + q(δΘn). (4.23)
Unlike the joint-angle error, the joint-rate error involves only the solution to
Eq. (4.10) with no added null motion. Also, since there is a linear transformation
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between the velocity coordinates, differential relationships do not need to be di-
rectly computed. The prescribed rate of change of boresight attitude, α˙d ∈ RM×1,
is transformed to the desired joint rates contained in Θ˙d ∈ RN×1:
Θ˙d = H
†α˙d, (4.24)
which is then used to calculated the joint-rate error in Eq. (3.19), Θ˙e = Θ˙d − Θ˙.
To obtain the numerical results in Section 4.6, the gimbal jerks are numerically
integrated strictly for the sake of implementation. According to Eq. (4.17), the
cost function J = J(θi, θ˙i, θ¨i, φi, φ˙i, φ¨i). Since the optimization algorithm mini-
mizes the local power consumption (i.e., the cost function is evaluated at every
simulation time step), joint and gimbal accelerations are needed to compute the
cost function prior to the integration of the state derivative augmented with the
null motion. The body jerks can be found analytically by differentiating the equa-
tions of motion in Eq. (2.24), but there are no analytical expressions for neither
gimbal accelerations nor gimbal jerks. Finite differencing is therefore investigated
for computing these variables. Backward differencing is specifically used, since
central- and forward-differencing methods are not possible when approximating
time derivatives. However, large oscillations appear in the gimbal accelerations
when null motion is included in the control. The gimbal jerks are found by finite
differencing the gimbal accelerations, which are themselves finite differences of the
gimbal rates calculated in Eq. (3.19). Integrating gimbal jerks obtained in this
manner leads to the undesirable oscillatory behavior of the gimbal accelerations.




Φ = Kp1(Φ¨d − Φ¨), (4.25)
where Kp1 ∈ RN×1 is the proportional gain matrix for the gimbal-acceleration
loop,
...
Φ ∈ RN×1 contains the gimbal jerks, Φ¨d ∈ RN×1 contains the desired gimbal
accelerations, and Φ¨ ∈ RN×1 contains the gimbal acceleration response. However,
Φ¨d are in turn calculated by proportional control of the gimbal rates
Φ¨d = Kp2(Φ˙d − Φ˙), (4.26)
where Kp2 ∈ RN×1 is the proportional gain matrix for the gimbal-rate loop, Φ˙d ∈
RN×1 contains the desired gimbal rates given by Eq. (3.19), and Φ˙ ∈ RN×1 contains
the gimbal-rate response. Substituting Eq. (4.26) into Eq. (4.25) yields an inner
control loop for the gimbal jerks:
...
Φ = K1(Φ˙d − Φ˙)−K2Φ¨, (4.27)
where K1 = Kp1Kp2 and K2 = Kp1. The control gain K2 corresponds to gimbal
damping. While not commonly used in real-world systems, gimbal-jerk actuation
can be physically realized by accelerating current through the gimbal motors. In
this control design, the feedback for the gimbal jerks occurs at a frequency much
higher than ωn to ensure tracking accuracy for nonzero values of q. For the nu-
merical example shown in Section 4.6, the gains for the inner gimbal-jerk control
loop in Eq. (4.27) and for the gimbal-rate control loop in Eq. (3.19) are listed in
Table 4.1.
The performance of the optimization algorithm is demonstrated for a demand-
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Table 4.1: Gains for the Gimbal-Rate Control Loop and the Inner Gimbal-
Jerk Control Loop.
Parameter Value
Damping ratio, ζ 1
Natural frequency, ωn pi rad/s
Gain for gimbal-rate loop, K1 9.0e4
Gain for gimbal-acceleration damping, K2 2.5e4
ing large-angle maneuver. The angular position, rate, and acceleration of each joint
and gimbal are included in the state vector because they are required to compute
J . A quintic polynomial is therefore defined with constraints on αjd, α˙jd, and α¨jd
to establish corresponding constraints on the initial and final state variables. The






α¨jd(tf) = α¨jf (4.28)
These constraints uniquely specify a quintic polynomial. Each boresight attitude
coordinate follows a trajectory of the form
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so that the rate and acceleration of each coordinate are




α¨jd(t) = 2a2 + 6a3t+ 12a4t
2 + 20a5t
3. (4.31)
Solving the following matrix equation yields the coefficients of the quintic polyno-































































If the initial conditions are nonzero, then the initial body rates and accelerations
are dependent on the initial gimbal angles and rates. The initial body accelerations
can be calculated from the gimbal kinematics using the equations of motion. While
the initial and final states yield a nonsingular initial and final pseudoinverse of ∆,
simulation trials demonstrate that arbitrary constraints on the boresight attitude
rates and accelerations do not guarantee a path free of joint-kinematic singularities.
These joint-kinematic singularities, which are relevant to workspace performance,
are distinct from CMG singularities, which are relevant to actuator performance.
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To address the joint-kinematic singularity issue in this study, a nonsingular
path is generated by holding the joint rates fixed in an open-loop simulation. The
MATLAB R© function ode45.m is used to integrate the equations of motion in
Eq. (2.24) from t0 = 0 s to tf = 100 s. The periodic body kinematics from this
open-loop maneuver are transformed to attitude coordinates and rates, αj and α˙j,
and are used as the reference attitude trajectory for the closed-loop simulation.
Figure 4.3 shows the desired boresight attitude coordinates and rates, αjd and α˙jd.
The initial gimbal rates are computed with the control law in Eq. (3.19), where
the initial errors in joint angles and rates are zero. The initial body accelerations
are calculated from the gimbal angles and rates with Eq. (2.24). To find the initial
gimbal accelerations, the control law in Eq. (3.19) is differentiated and the initial
errors are assumed to be zero.
(a) Desired boresight attitude coordi-
nates.
(b) Desired boresight attitude rates.
Figure 4.3: Nonsingular reference boresight trajectory.
Since the goal of this study is to indirectly optimize power through the con-
trolled motion of the joints, the body kinematics are altered by adding a null
component to the joint-angle command in the control. The cost function in Eq.
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(4.17) is also influenced by the joint rates and accelerations, but the effect on the
optimization of adding null components to other kinematic variables is unknown.
In an earlier version of the optimization algorithm, null-rate components were also
added to the joint-rate command in Eq. (3.19). However, preliminary simulation
results indicated greater power improvements with null-angle components only.
This outcome may be due to the choice of control strategy or to possible coupling
effects between the null angles and null rates.
4.6 Simulation Results
For the large-angle slew in these simulations, Table 4.2 lists the key parameters.
The rotor angular momentum of each CMG is based on that of the Honeywell M50
CMG [17]. The power model in the simulation does not account for rotor drag
or losses in the gimbal motor, gear train, or drive electronics. The results reflect
these omissions. In this demonstration, the proportional and derivative gains are
the same for each body. It is assumed that the gimbals begin in a configuration for
which the net angular momentum of each scissored pair is zero. This condition is
satisfied when the rotor angular-momentum vectors are pi radians apart from each
other and perpendicular to the joint axis. Since the gimbal angles in this study
are measured from the joint axis (see Fig. 2.2), the initial gimbal angles are ±pi/2
radians for each scissored pair. For fixed mass properties and initial conditions of
the simulated system, the damping ratio and natural frequency in Table 4.2 are
chosen such that the gimbal angles avoid saturation at 0 rad. In other words, the
system does not perform slews that are too large or too fast for its CMGs. The
initial relative body angles are arbitrary and nonsingular.
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Table 4.2: Open-Loop Simulation Parameters for Generating a Nonsingular
Reference Boresight Attitude Trajectory.
Parameter Value






Initial relative body rates, θ˙i(t0) (0.1, 0.02, 0.02) rad/s
CMG rotor angular momentum, hi 50 N-m-s
Rotor spin speed, ΩR 200 rad/s
Rotor inertia, IR 0.25 kg-m
2
Gimbal inertia, IG 0.125 kg-m
2
Body inertia, Ii 20 kg-m
2
Pseudoinverse constant, ² 0.01
With the parameters in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the system is simulated for the
case with no added null motion and for three different values of the null-motion
gain, q. The tracking errors for α1 and α2 in Fig. 4.4 converge to zero as the
system approaches open-loop behavior, while the body and gimbal kinematics that
achieve this response are shown in Figs. 4.5 - 4.10. Although motion in null(K)
theoretically results in no additional tracking error, unavoidable small deviations
in the transient period, shown in Fig. 4.4, result from the added null motion.
Nevertheless, the tracking error remains within reasonable bounds. Figure 4.11
shows the null components added to the joint-angle commands that minimize the
cost.
The gimbal rates in Fig. 4.9 indicate that the same input can be tracked
with reduced gimbal manipulation as more null motion is added. Since decreased
gimbal rates directly result in less torque being imparted to the arm segments,
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this result implies that the optimization may allow the system to achieve agile
maneuvers that may not otherwise be possible. However, the gimbal-rate behavior
in Fig. 4.9 implies a limit on the amount of added null motion before the gimbal
accelerations exhibit undesirable behavior. In this numerical study, Fig. 4.10 shows
potentially undesirable gimbal-acceleration behavior that occurs for q > 0.1. Cases
for q = 0.1, 0.15 are shown to simply demonstrate the continued decrease in cost
with increasing q.
A formal stability analysis is not performed in this study because a PD control
law is used to control a nonlinear multi-body system. For a nonlinear system,
asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system is guaranteed if a Lyapunov control
law is implemented. However, with the control strategy in Eq. (3.19), the tools for
linear-system stability analysis cannot be performed unless the nonlinear system
is linearized about a nominal operating point.
Figure 4.12 shows the power usage during the maneuver, illustrating the
quadratic cost, J , from Eq. (4.17), and non-recoverable power, P , from Eq. (4.16).
The quantitative results from this comparison are summarized in Table 4.3. The
time integral of non-recoverable power (
∫
Pdt), time integral of the cost (
∫
Jdt),
power percentage improvement (PPI) and cost percentage improvement (CPI) are
included. For the chosen values of q, this comparison shows a best-case 65.9% re-
duction in the time integral of the cost when null motion is incorporated. The time
integral of non-recoverable power is reduced by up to 38.3% with the optimization.
Each of these closed-loop maneuvers uses an arbitrary, nonsingular set of initial
conditions. Arbitrary initial conditions allowed the system to experience an oscil-
latory transient at the beginning of the maneuver before settling into the periodic
motion that the open-loop system would follow. The simulation results show that
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the optimization algorithm is most effective during this initial transient motion,
due to the fact that large control inputs during the transient period contain more
null motion. When the system settles at around t = 3 s and the control inputs
become increasingly small, the optimization effects become negligible. Figures 4.4
- 4.12 show only the first 4 s to emphasize the substantial effect of the optimization
during the transient motion.
This maneuver can be performed with the gimbal-rate and gimbal-jerk control
gains tuned for a faster transient response. For example, when the control gains
are set to ζ = 0.707, ωn = 6 rad/s, K1 = 2000, and K2 = 100, the system responds
with a settling time under 2 s without added null motion (q = 0), as exhibited in
Fig. 4.13. However, since the power optimization is most pronounced with large
control inputs, a longer settling time better showcases the benefits of optimization.
The control gains in Table 4.1 intentionally yield a system response with extended
transient motion and, consequently, a significant percentage improvement in power
consumption.
4.7 Chapter Conclusions
This study demonstrates that the kinematics of a CMG-driven multi-body robotic
system can be optimized so that power is reduced without path planning. In the
case of a reactionless three-link imaging system, three joint degrees of freedom are
simultaneously controlled to track a two-coordinate boresight attitude command
while the bodies steer toward a power-optimal path. The optimization method
includes the calculation of a cost function relating to the total gimbal power as a
function of body and gimbal kinematics. The joint-angle change in the direction
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of greatest decrease in cost is projected onto the null vector of the differential posi-
tion Jacobian. This null projection is scaled and added to the joint-angle command
for power minimization. Simulation results demonstrate that the null-motion al-
gorithm yields the greatest improvements in cost and power for fast transient
motions. Such a maneuver may be physically realized in the response of a CMG
robotic system to instantaneous attitude commands. For a prescribed nonsingular
maneuver, the best-case simulation results demonstrate a significant reduction of
38.3% in the integrated non-recoverable gimbal power when null motion is included
in the control. Although potentially undesirable gimbal-acceleration behavior oc-
curs for q > 0.1, the integrated non-recoverable power is still substantially reduced
by 20.5% in the q = 0.05 case. For several values of the null-motion gain q, there
is a clear trend toward improvement in power consumption with higher q. In ad-
dition, a decrease in gimbal rates with added null motion is shown, implying that
this optimization may enable otherwise impossible motions given the capabilities
of the CMGs.
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Jdt, W2-s PPI CPI
0 29.8 244.0 - -
0.05 23.7 147.4 20.5% 39.6%
0.10 20.3 104.9 31.9% 57.0%
0.15 18.4 83.2 38.3% 65.9%


















































Figure 4.4: Boresight coordinate tracking errors with varying q.
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(a) Relative body 1 angle.






















(b) Relative body 2 angle.























(c) Relative body 3 angle.
Figure 4.5: Relative body angles with varying q.
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(a) Relative body 1 rate.






















(b) Relative body 2 rate.
























(c) Relative body 3 rate.
Figure 4.6: Relative body rates with varying q.
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(a) Relative body 1 acceleration.
























(b) Relative body 2 acceleration.

























(c) Relative body 3 acceleration.
Figure 4.7: Relative body accelerations with varying q.
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(a) Relative gimbal angle of CMGs on
body 1.
























(b) Relative gimbal angle of CMGs on
body 2.
























(c) Relative gimbal angle of CMGs on
body 3.
Figure 4.8: Relative gimbal angles with varying q.
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(a) Relative gimbal rate of CMGs on
body 1.

























(b) Relative gimbal rate of CMGs on
body 2.

























(c) Relative gimbal rate of CMGs on
body 3.
Figure 4.9: Relative gimbal rates with varying q.
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(a) Relative gimbal acceleration of
CMGs on body 1.


























(b) Relative gimbal acceleration of
CMGs on body 2.

























(c) Relative gimbal acceleration of
CMGs on body 3.
Figure 4.10: Relative gimbal accelerations with varying q.
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(a) Body 1 null-angle component.
























(b) Body 2 null-angle component.
























(c) Body 3 null-angle component.
Figure 4.11: Added null motion for power optimization.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of power usage with varying q as demonstrated by
(a) the value of the cost function, and (b) the value of non-
recoverable gimbal power.






































Figure 4.13: Boresight coordinate tracking error using example control gains




Control-moment gyroscopes (CMGs) have been examined as actuators for space-
robotic systems. This dissertation develops the fundamental kinematics and dy-
namics for a general CMG robotic system with N arm segments, N degrees of
freedom, arbitrary mass properties, and arbitrary joint axes. The equations of
motion for a three-link system with orthogonal joint axes are incorporated into
both open- and closed-loop control strategies for numerical studies. These numer-
ical studies highlight the advantages of certain actuation methods and operations
concepts, and demonstrate a strategy for power-optimal steering of a CMG-driven
robot arm. This chapter summarizes the previous chapters with general conclu-
sions and offers possible directions for future work in CMG space robotics.
5.1 Summary and Concluding Remarks
Combining the areas of CMG rigid-body control and multi-body dynamics enables
new solutions for major issues in the field of space robotics. Key conclusions from
the analytical and numerical studies of these systems include:
• In comparison to RWAs as actuators for reactionless payloads with high
agility requirements, CMGs are far more power- efficient. In fact, the CMG
system uses less than 1% of the power required to slew the RWA system in
the same maneuver. Statistically, CMGs maximally outperform the RWA
system when the arm-segment inertias are high and the torque imparted to
the gimbal motors by the rotating arm segments is minimized. However, only
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CMGs can generate the output torque necessary to perform the prescribed
maneuver.
• Base reactions on a spacecraft due to robotic slewing are reduced or elimi-
nated with internal momentum actuation. Since CMGs are the most power-
efficient momentum-based actuators, and therefore the best option for actu-
ating agile robotic systems, the base reactions of a CMG system are compared
to those for a conventionally actuated system with identical mass proper-
ties. Numerical comparison studies of different operations concepts for the
CMG system show that peak values for power, reaction-force magnitude, and
reaction-torque magnitude can be reduced if the arm segments are sequen-
tially rotated. However, the integrated values of these parameters are lower
when the arm segments are simultaneously rotated.
• Power consumption is significantly reduced for a redundant robotic system
tracking an end-effector attitude command by adding a null component to
the joint-angle command in feedback. Even small amounts of added null
motion can considerably reduce the total energy expended by lowering the
peak gimbal rates.
CMG actuation provides many significant benefits for space robotics, including
increased agility, substantially reduced power consumption and base reactions,
and increased mission lifetime. In NASA’s Vision for Space Exploration, there are
crucial needs for technologies that enable in-orbit construction and repair. It is
hoped that the studies presented here encourage the consideration of CMGs as a
favorable architecture for high-agility space-robotics applications.
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5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Many directions for future work are possible in this area of research. First, this
dissertation’s approach in establishing the kinematics and dynamics of a CMG
robotic system with an open-chain kinematic structure can be applied to robots
with closed-chain topologies. Closed-chain robotic systems may prove useful in
certain space-robotics applications, since they are claimed to have higher structural
stiffness, lower positioning errors, and lower power requirements than open-chain
systems [93]. This extension, along with the analysis presented here, may be
used to develop an improved prototype CMG robotic arm useful for experimental
comparisons of CMGs to other robotic actuators.
Experimental validation of the presented theoretical analysis for CMG robotic
systems would be a highly useful extension of this dissertation. During the last
several years, several student team projects have focused on designing and con-
structing a prototype CMG robotic arm for experimental data collection [97, 98].
Further discussion and a few images are included in Appendix A. The results in
Chapter 2 provided a theoretical foundation in the development of these proto-
types. The first arm, constructed in 2005-2006, was intended to provide a proof-
of-concept for application in rehabilitation robotics. The second arm, developed
during 2006-2007, was designed to mimic a space-robotic arm and tested aboard
NASA’s C-9 microgravity aircraft in 2007. Although this testbed was originally in-
tended to experimentally compare CMGs to RWAs as actuators on a space-robotic
arm, power readings from the electrical motors were ultimately collected for sev-
eral slews with a planar joint configuration. However, the data quality did not
facilitate proper data reduction and analysis. An improved prototype requires the
prior development of a small-scale CMG with improvements in rotor stiffness and
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bearing quality. Well-balanced CMG rotors on a new prototype will enable data
collection that can validate the theoretical predictions for the low-jitter precision
imaging applications discussed in Chapters 2 and 4.
Livingston et al. [99] are currently developing a two-segment, two-degree-of-
freedom planar robotic linkage with both CMGs and conventional joint motors to
experimentally determine which actuators are the most power-efficient for certain
classes of maneuvers. Development of this testbed is based on parallel work by
Brown [95], but it may also be used to verify the reduced base reactions and
power expected for a CMG-actuated system, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, or the
effectiveness of the power-optimization algorithm presented in Chapter 4.
Work in the area of on-line power optimization for a CMG system can be ex-
tended to include nonlinear control algorithms, including Lyapunov approaches,
that may further improve the system’s power efficiency. Additional extensions
may involve modifying the optimization algorithm to include added null motion in
the joint-rate and/or joint-acceleration commands, since power is also influenced
by these quantities. Such a study may also be accompanied by an investigation of
possible coupling effects between null-angle, null-rate, and null-acceleration com-
ponents in the optimization results.
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APPENDIX A
STUDENT DESIGN PROJECTS IN CMG ROBOTICS
Student design teams at Cornell have been involved in concurrent projects relevant
to this dissertation. These projects include two prototype CMG robotic arms and
the experimental demonstration of a new CMG control algorithm. Further details,
images, and videos concerning the prototype robotic arms in this appendix can be
found in [97].
The first prototype is a three-link, three-degree-of-freedom CMG-actuated
robotic arm with application to low-power, upper-limb prosthetics [98]. This work
proposes CMG actuation to meet reduced power requirements in rehabilitation
robotics without sacrificing agility. Although originally intended to mimic a con-
ventional prosthetic arm with hinged and rotational joints connecting human-arm
sized links, design difficulties constrain the links to accommodate a feasible CMG
design. The final design comprises three segments, each actuated by a single CMG
scissored pair. Figure A.1 shows the completed prototype and its corresponding
CAD model. Control inputs are generated by modeling an electromyogram (EMG)
signal as a gimbal-angle versine path. Demonstration slews involve manipulating
the CMGs via wireless radio control.
The second prototype is a two-link, two-degree-of-freedom CMG robot arm
with parallel joint axes that is designed for application to space robotics. Figure
A.2 shows the prototype along with its corresponding CAD model. Part (a) of Fig.
A.2 shows the arm onboard NASA’s C-9 aircraft for experimental testing in a mi-
crogravity environment. The objective of this study is to design a robotic arm with
agility and power-consumption characteristics that improve those of current space
robots using direct-drive actuation. Position control of the gimbals is achieved in
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real time via a GUI interface on a connected laptop.
The last relevant student project is the Direct-Torque Actuator Control Sys-
tem (DTACS) experiment, which involves an experimental demonstration of a new
CMG control algorithm. Historically, CMG steering laws command gimbal rates
that cause the output torque applied to the base body to reproduce the commanded
torque as accurately as possible. However, small-scale CMGs require small, pre-
cise angle and rate sensors that may be difficult to realize. Rather than using the
gimbal-rate control inputs to indirectly control torque, the vector components of
output torque are instead used as the control inputs. For the experimental setup
illustrated in Fig. A.3, a CMG is connected to an enclosure for the gimbal mo-
tor/optical encoder and wiring harness. This enclosure is mounted directly onto a
force/torque sensor that measures the vector components of force and torque. A
function of the torque error is fed back to the controller, which manipulates the
gimbal. The CMG gimbal motor is controlled via the dSPACE R© real-time control
environment.
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(a) Prototype. (b) CAD model.
Figure A.1: Three-link, three-degree-of-freedom CMG robotic arm with ap-
plication to upper-limb prosthetics.
(a) Prototype. (b) CAD model.
Figure A.2: Two-link, two-degree-of-freedom CMG robotic arm with appli-
cation to space robotics.
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(a) Small-scale CMG and enclosure
for gimbal motor/optical encoder and
wiring harness.
(b) CAD model for preliminary experi-
mental setup.
Figure A.3: Preliminary DTACS experimental setup.
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APPENDIX B
JACOBIAN ELEMENTS FOR KINEMATIC TRANSFORMATIONS
The linear transformation, H(θi), that relates the boresight attitude rates to the
relative joint rates for the system described in Chapter 4 involves the analytical
derivation of two velocity Jacobians, G(0bi) and P (θi). The Jacobian G(
0bi) relates
the components of b˙ in inertial coordinates to the boresight attitude rates, α˙j. The



















Equations (B.1)-(B.2) are then partially differentiated with respect to 0b˙k to de-
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The Jacobian P (θi) relates the joint rates, θ˙j, to the components of b˙ in inertial
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Equations (B.4)-(B.6) are partially differentiated with respect to the joint rates,
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